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Many processes deal with piecewise input functions, which occur naturally as a result of digital commands,
user interfaces requiring a confirmation action, or discrete-time sampling. Examples include the assembly of
protein polymers and hourly adjustments to the infusion rate of IV fluids during treatment of burn victims.
Estimation of the input is straightforward regression when the observer has access to the timing information.
More work is needed if the input can change at unknown times. Successful recovery of the change timing is
largely dependent on the choice of cost function minimized during parameter estimation.
Optimal estimation of a piecewise input will often proceed by minimization of a cost function which includes
an estimation error term (most commonly mean square error) and the number (cardinality) of input changes
(number of commands). Because the cardinality (ℓ0 norm) is not convex, the ℓ2 norm (quadratic smoothing)
and ℓ1 norm (total variation minimization) are often substituted because they permit the use of convex
optimization algorithms. However, these penalize the magnitude of input changes and therefore bias the
piecewise estimates. Another disadvantage is that global optimization methods must be run after the end of
data collection.
One approach to unbiasing the piecewise parameter fits would include application of total variation
minimization to recover timing, followed by piecewise parameter fitting. Another method is presented herein:
a dynamic programming approach which iteratively develops populations of candidate estimates of increasing
length, pruning those proven to be dominated. Because the usage of input data is entirely causal, the algorithm
recovers timing and parameter values online. A functional definition of the algorithm, which is an extension of
Viterbi decoding and integrates the pruning concept from branch-and-bound, is presented. Modifications are
introduced to improve handling of non-uniform sampling, non-uniform confidence, and burst errors.
Performance tests using synthesized data sets as well as volume data from a research system recording fluid
infusions show five-fold (piecewise-constant data) and 20-fold (piecewise-linear data) reduction in error
compared to total variation minimization, along with improved sparsity and reduced sensitivity to the
regularization parameter. Algorithmic complexity and delay are also considered.
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ABSTRACT
VIVA: AN ONLINE ALGORITHM FOR PIECEWISE CURVE ESTIMATION
USING `0 NORM REGULARIZATION
Richard B. Voigt
Jonathan M. Smith
Many processes deal with piecewise input functions, which occur naturally as a result of digital commands, user
interfaces requiring a confirmation action, or discrete-time sampling. Examples include the assembly of protein
polymers and hourly adjustments to the infusion rate of IV fluids during treatment of burn victims. Estimation
of the input is straightforward regression when the observer has access to the timing information. More work is
needed if the input can change at unknown times. Successful recovery of the change timing is largely dependent
on the choice of cost function minimized during parameter estimation.
Optimal estimation of a piecewise input will often proceed by minimization of a cost function which includes
an estimation error term (most commonly mean square error) and the number (cardinality) of input changes
(number of commands). Because the cardinality (`0 norm) is not convex, the `2 norm (quadratic smoothing) and
`1 norm (total variation minimization) are often substituted because they permit the use of convex optimization
algorithms. However, these penalize the magnitude of input changes and therefore bias the piecewise estimates.
Another disadvantage is that global optimization methods must be run after the end of data collection.
One approach to unbiasing the piecewise parameter fits would include application of total variation minimization
to recover timing, followed by piecewise parameter fitting. Another method is presented herein: a dynamic
programming approach which iteratively develops populations of candidate estimates of increasing length, pruning
those proven to be dominated. Because the usage of input data is entirely causal, the algorithm recovers timing
and parameter values online. A functional definition of the algorithm, which is an extension of Viterbi decoding
and integrates the pruning concept from branch-and-bound, is presented. Modifications are introduced to improve
handling of non-uniform sampling, non-uniform confidence, and burst errors. Performance tests using synthesized
data sets as well as volume data from a research system recording fluid infusions show five-fold (piecewise-constant
data) and 20-fold (piecewise-linear data) reduction in error compared to total variation minimization, along with
improved sparsity and reduced sensitivity to the regularization parameter. Algorithmic complexity and delay are
also considered.
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CHAPTER 1
Background
This chapter describes the medical scenario that motivated development of a novel online
denoising algorithm. Shock, defined as “a life-threatening, generalized maldistribution of blood
flow resulting in failure to deliver and/or utilize adequate amounts of oxygen” (Antonelli et al.,
2007) occurs acutely in victims of trauma, infection, and burn. Resuscitation of shock requires
individualized care that accounts for patient-specific responses, as responses that differ from the
“textbook case” are prevalent. Computers can assist with provision of fluid and drug therapies
used to resuscitate shock, as well as decision support and alarming. However, hemodynamic
optimization requires accurate and timely measures of both therapy delivered and patient re-
sponse. The harried environments in which medicine is practiced make obtaining these signals
quite challenging. Existing methods of noise removal are poorly suited to the task.
1.1. The Value of Infusion Monitoring
1.1.1. Shock is a Major Factor in Preventable Deaths. Traumatic injuries cause more deaths
of patients aged 40 and under than any other cause (Spinella and Holcomb, 2009), causing approx-
imately 90,000 deaths annually in the USA alone. Of these, Spinella and Holcomb estimate that
10,000 or more result from inadequate treatment of hemorrhagic shock resulting from survivable
injuries. Amongst battlefield injuries, the prevalence of traumatic hemorrhage is even higher,
with one fifth of fatalities occurring following injuries classified as potentially survivable, due to
exsanguination before reaching a medical treatment facility (Eastridge et al., 2012). According
to Newgard et al. (2010), receiving care from an experienced trauma team at a major trauma
center is crucially important to outcome, while time spent pre-hospital and in transport is not,
but this considered only transport times up to two hours and assumes that adequate resources
are available to keep the casualty stable, something that often is not true on the battlefield.
The US military has proposed to address this need by (1) using electronics to bring exper-
tise to combat medics (2) evacuate casualties to definitive care earlier (3) improve care during
transport . Several key initiatives include use of unpiloted drones, having delivered supplies to
forward troops, to perform timely medical evacuation through environments too dangerous to
hazard human care providers (ONR BAA 12-004 CONOPs). An autonomous critical care system
(ACCS) is under development by the Office of Naval Research. The ACCS will provide decision
support to a corpsman in the field to help stabilize and prepare a patient for transport, then
manage a patient during medical evacuations, either autonomously or with the help of remote
guidance from telemedicine caregivers (ONR BAA 11-012). The ACCS can also be used in med-
ical facilities as a force multiplier by aiding in hemodynamic management, thus requiring less
medical provider time per patient.
Shock resulting from severe sepsis has a mortality rate from 28% to 50% (Wood and Angus,
2004), killing over 100,000 hospital patients annually (Martin et al., 2003). Burn patients also
are at risk of hypotensive shock, either from fluid loss induced by the burn, or resulting from
secondary infections.
The need for improvements in treatment and prevention of shock is clear.
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1.1.2. Shock is Treated by Optimum Fluid Therapy. Infusion of fluid to increase circulating
blood volume (Sanford and Herndon, 2001) is essential to resuscitation of shock victims because
it sequentially increases venous return, cardiac stroke volume, and volumetric flow rate (“car-
diac output”) (Gagnon, 2009; Antonelli et al., 2007; Kramer et al., 2007a). Increased cardiac
output will, ceteris paribus, both increase the net oxygen delivered to tissues and increase tissue
perfusion. However, fluid infusion is a two-edged sword, as fluid overload also puts the patient
at risk (Perel, 2008; Spinella and Holcomb, 2009). Increased vascular pressure increases effluent
flow rates, making it more difficult for clots to form (coagulation), and also increases strain on
newly formed clots, which may cause them to fail and internal bleeding to resume (Spinella and
Holcomb, 2009). Dilution of blood with infusate also reduces the concentration of oxygen carriers
and clotting factors (Spinella and Holcomb, 2009).
Additional effects are related to characteristics of the particular fluid used (Guha et al.,
1996; Kramer et al., 2007a). Use of saline solutions causes a decrease in protein concentrations,
reduced colloid osmotic pressure, and increased leakage of water into the surrounding tissues
(Saffle, 2007; Kramer et al., 2007a), causing swelling (“edema”), while solutions of hypertonic
saline or colloids have the opposite effect Guha et al. (1996); Fodor et al. (2006). If this occurs in
the lungs (“pulmonary edema”), the increased aveolar wall thickness will reduce the effectiveness
of gas exchange (Holm et al., 2004), and may result in lower arterial oxygen saturation. If
swelling occurs inside the abdomen, pressure may be exerted on vital abdominal organs, causing
collapse of veins and impeding blood flow and organ function. This condition is known as
“intra-abdominal hypertension” and if unchecked leads to organ failure designated “abdominal
compartment syndrome” (Saggi et al., 2001; Pham et al., 2008; Salinas et al., 2008; Cancio, 2014).
Edema also increases the risk that a burn injury will become septic (Hoskins et al., 2006; Salinas
et al., 2008); conversely sepsis increases edema (van der Heijden et al., 2009). If the infusate is not
warmed to body temperature, it can contribute to hypothermia, negatively affecting coagulation
that may already be compromised by acidosis (Tsuei and Kearney, 2004).
For all these reasons it is desirable to infuse the minimal volume needed to achieve clinical
goals (Cancio, 2014). Yet providers continue to infuse burn patients with significantly more fluid
(Kramer et al., 2007b; Salinas et al., 2008; Oda et al., 2006) than called for by consensus rec-
ommendations (Pham et al., 2008), and these large fluid volumes are implicated in development
of abdominal compartment syndrome (ACS) (Oda et al., 2006; Saffle, 2007). Resuscitation fluid
is associated with ACS in non-burn patients as well (Balogh, 2003; Sugrue, 2005). According to
Sugrue (2005), 5% of intensive care patients suffer from ACS. Mortality varies between 25% and
75% (Balogh et al., 2003).
1.1.3. Goal-Directed Therapy Achieves Better Outcomes. One possible explanation for the
persistence of burn care providers in choosing to err on the side of extra fluid is that under-
resuscitation represents acute risk, while harm resulting from over-resuscitation manifests multi-
ple hours if not days in the future. Often the providers are convinced that fluid volumes exceeding
the formulaic calculations are truly needed in these patients. Yet evidence shows that when fluid
is systematically managed using objective goal-directed rules, fluid volumes are generally less
than predicted by the Parkland formula without leading to under-resuscitation (Salinas et al.,
2011; Oda et al., 2006; Arlati et al., 2007), and in fact achieve better outcomes (Salinas et al.,
2008).
The advantages of goal-directed (explicit feedback loop) therapy are not limited to burn
patients either. Outcomes in sepsis patients improved following implementation of goal-directed
therapy (Otero, 2006; Perel, 2008). A meta-analysis performed by Hamilton et al. (2011) found
significant improved outcomes in a broad range of high risk surgical and critical care patients.
In addition, adherence to clinical guidelines based on published evidence and expert con-
sensus leads to better and more consistent outcomes than achieved by care providers making
decisions individually (Fakhry et al., 2004; Levy et al., 2010; Morris et al., 2011; Krinsley, 2004).
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Fortunately, both knowledge-based treatment and feedback control are amenable to computer
automation.
1.1.4. Research Demonstrates that Decision Support and Closed-Loop Control of Hemody-
namics is Possible. In fact, there have already been successes in implementation of closed-loop
management of fluid (Rafie et al., 2004; Ying et al., 2002; Hoskins et al., 2006; Salinas et al.,
2008; Kramer et al., 2008; Vaid et al., 2006; Rinehart et al., 2011, 2012; Meador, 2014; Cancio,
2014), vasodilators for relief of hypertension (Hammond et al., 1979; Ying et al., 1992), and
vasoconstrictors for correction of normovolemic hypotension (Yu et al., 1992; Rao et al., 1999,
2003; Ngan Kee et al., 2008) in large mammals and human patients. Automatic sedation has
been demonstrated as well (Bibian et al., 2005; Hemmerling, 2009; Struys et al., 2001). These
closed-loop control studies have been performed during a variety of surgical and intensive care
scenarios as well as first responder / point of injury simulations. Even though the computer does
not have knowledge of upcoming surgical actions and consequences, the responsiveness of silicon
processors results in making decisions about new data more quickly; reaching targets faster, with
less overshoot; and managing endpoint variables more precisely than can a human provider with
multiple responsibilities.
1.1.5. Limitations of Automated Fluid Delivery using a Fixed Control Law. While the suc-
cessful closed-loop tests demonstrate the potential rewards of using computers to automatically
manage hemodynamics, these studies are limited in scope and it would be premature to believe
that the algorithms are ready for broad deployment. In particular, the research animals were
healthy apart from the intentionally inflicted injury and patients were selected using criteria that
excluded complications. While these restrictions are perfectly understandable considering the
research goals of reproducibility and cohort comparison, and the ethical goal of patient safety,
they do not address questions about safety and efficacy on a broader population. Inter-patient
variability that was largely excluded by study criteria may lead to poor outcomes. For example,
controlling fluid infusion to sepsis patients based on a target of central venous pressure may cause
overinfusion (Perel, 2008). According to Preisman (2005), single-variable optimization of cardiac
output may lead to fluid overload; as many as 50% of patients may be unresponsive (in the sense
of increasing stroke volume) to fluid.
In extreme cases, the negative effects of fluid infusion could adversely affect the feedback
variable, setting up a positive feedback loop that demands fluid therapy more insistently even as
it drives the patient ever further from the target. In their work on closed-loop sedation, Bibian
et al. (2005, 2004); Zikov and Bibian (2014) explain the importance of bounding the uncertainty
of patient response and defining the controller’s region of convergence and stability. A key insight
comes from Haddad and Bailey (2009), “[...] it has been assumed that stability follows from the
pharmacokinetic/pharmacodynamic model. However, this is not the case since these controllers
do not account for full model uncertainty, unmodeled dynamics, exogenous disturbances, and
system nonlinearities.”
1.1.6. Controllers Benefit from Automated Response Analysis. Individualization of models
through observing output response for the purpose of per-patient parameter identification, even
if only a subset of parameters can be determined (partial parameter identification), can be used
to improve controller performance (Bibian et al., 2004). Some control techniques, such as model
adaptive control, explicitly use the subject-specific parameter values. Other controllers may be
able to account for reduced uncertainty by gain adjustment.
According to Haddad and Bailey (2009), robust controllers sacrifice performance for stabil-
ity, while adaptive control seeks both performance and stability. This presents a design tradeoff,
since both present risks: Overdamping used to increase controller robustness causes slow con-
vergence and increases the time a patient is left in a dangerous physiologic state. Additionally
the overdamped control loop is less capable of opposing the effect of large disturbances. On the
other hand, adaptive control is heavily reliant on the fidelity of parameter estimates, and can
become unstable if those estimates become corrupted.
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1.1.7. “Electronic Doctor” Diagnosis and Prescription will Rely on Automated Response
Analysis. Like the human decision process (Kahneman, 2011), autonomous critical care systems
of the future will consist of a slow “reasoning” expert system performing diagnosis and selection
of therapies and drugs, with fast “reacting” closed-loop controllers carrying out these therapies.
Several closed-loop controllers have already been mentioned. Gholami et al. (2012) states that
It is important to note that expert systems are already in widespread use
in other branches of medicine, more prominently in disease diagnosis, where
the system inputs are the patient’s details and symptoms, and the system
outputs are probable diagnoses, recommended treatments or drugs which may
be prescribed. Such systems are typically open-loop and may be regarded as
rule-based search engines to help the clinician in his/her mapping of a given
set of symptoms to a possible cause (disease).
and furthermore provides a framework for application of Bayesian expert systems in the fast
closed-loop portion of the system. This is typically seen as initial encoding of care provider
knowledge heuristics, which are later replaced by robust and adaptive controllers as dynamical
system models are developed.
One key element that remains is the forwarding of performance information from the reac-
tion layer to the reasoning layer, which may take actions such as alarming, swapping controller
implementations for one expected to yield better performance on the particular patient, or discon-
tinuation of an ineffective therapy. Parameter estimation using Kalman filters has been described
in Luspay and Grigoriadis (2014). This and similar adaptive techniques will provide the reasoning
system with the information needed to manage inter-patient variability.
1.2. Practical Measurement of Infusion Rate
1.2.1. Effects of Erroneous Infusion Rate. Because assessment of response to fluid bolus is
intended for computer-assisted diagnosis, computerized alarming, closed-loop controllers checking
preconditions that assure controllability and stability, and eventually for automated planning of
patient care, the hazard of basing this assessment on invalid input data has potential to lead
to harm. The assessment aggregates infusion and response data over a time interval, providing
reduced sensitivity to small or transient errors in the input signal, so the input signal (infusion
rate) must be known within these tolerances.
1.2.2. Need for Independent Rate Measurement. When the infusion rates of IV pumps are
set by computerized control, it is tempting to accept the control signal as a perfectly accurate
input signal. However, actual flow rates vary from requested rates due to variations in resistance,
source pressure, and backpressure, as well as automatic safety shutdown if air or occlusion is
detected. Hospital pumps controlled via front panel may or may not report the currently set
rate via a computer interface. Moreover, care providers give some fluids without the aid of
pumps. Manually delivered fluids are particularly common in operating rooms. Furthermore,
some infusers offer relative control of flow without providing accurate flow rate information.
Controllers which fail to account for actual flow rates lead to windup and improper adaptation
(Haddad and Bailey, 2009). For these reasons, having an independent measure of infusion rate
is helpful.
In a research laboratory, flow rates can be accurately and continuously measured using
electronic flow probes (e.g. transit time or Doppler-derived rate). But these devices are expensive
and require exact calibration and careful handling to protect the transducer crystals, making
them unsuitable for routine use. A simple, lightweight, and inexpensive method for monitoring
infusions is to weigh the IV bag or other source reservoir using a load cell. Effectiveness for
response assessment depends on the accuracy of flow rate estimates derived from the load cell
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signals. Environments with significant mechanical vibration pose particular obstacles to using
load cells for infusion monitoring. Even in fixed settings, small errors in weight measurements
lead to large uncertainty in rate calculations. For example, an error of only 0.1 g, if the time
resolution is 10 seconds, leads to a flow rate error of 0.6mL/min or 36mL/h. And the problem
increases with higher time resolution.
1.2.3. Infusion Monitoring System Prototype. A four channel “smart IV pole” IV bag moni-
toring system to use load cells to continuously measure the weight of IV bags has been conceived
in the UTMB Resuscitation Research Laboratory (Galveston, TX) and designed and built by
Sparx Engineering (Manvel, TX). UTMB researchers developing smart hemodynamic resusci-
tation components for the Navy ACCS have used this load cell system to record infusion data
during fluid resuscitation studies of hemorrhagic and burn shock in animal models. The Texas
Instruments LMP90099 analog-to-digital converter used in this system samples load cell readings
53.66 times per second with a system error of ±1 g (0.2 g after averaging). The system undergoes
two-point offset and gain calibration before each use. Data collected using this system consists
of periods of valid readings with additive limited measurement noise, interspersed with short-
duration burst noise caused by mechanical forces on either side of the load cell (IV pole or IV
bag). In addition, following manipulation of the IV bag, the data are frequently observed to
exhibit underdamped oscillation due to pendulum action of the IV bag.
Several different approaches may be taken to denoising the flow rate estimate. Classical
lowpass filtering trades time resolution for reduced error. Regularization methods rooted in
optimization theory attempt to achieve low errors and good time resolution by finding the simplest
signal that is consistent with the measured data. A regularization problem was stated which
encodes the domain knowledge that care providers infrequently change the infusion rate. I
developed the Viterbi-Inspired Variation Assessment (VIVA) method to efficiently perform this
`0 norm regularization. Further development of the VIVA method added time-varying weighting
to reduce sensitivity to burst noise.
Denoising is less critical for other applications of the load cell data, such as detection of IV bag
depletion or calculation of cumulative delivered fluid, which are impacted less by measurement
noise. But these too benefit from identification of bag changes and rejection of burst noise from
mechanical impacts on the IV pole.
1.3. Existing Methods for Denoising Piecewise Signals
1.3.1. Bicriterion Model
In the search for the maximum-likelihood estimate {x̃k} of the underlying signal {xk}, it is
natural to use a bicriterion objective function which seeks both agreement with the observations
{yk} and simplicity of description. Simplicity may be motivated by domain knowledge that
control actions are few or because a short (compressed) representation is desired to simplify
communication, storage, and further analysis. Then
(1.1) x̃ = argmin
x′
ε(x′) + ζf(x′)
where ε(x′) represents a goodness of fit “distance” from the observation sequence, f(x′)
represents the control burden, and ζ is a weighting coefficient controlling a tradeoff between the
two.
The usual metric for goodness of fit is integral-square residual error, which for sampled
measurements becomes a discrete sum:
(1.2) ε(x′) =
N∑
k=1
(x′k − yk)
2
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This corresponds to negative log-likelihood in the case of additive i.i.d. Gaussian noise
(AWGN). In the case of non-stationary noise, a weighting function may be included:
(1.3) ε(x′) =
N∑
k=1
ck (x
′
k − yk)
2
For control actions which act on either value or rate of observations, the control burden may
be expressed as the number (cardinality) of non-zero control inputs
(1.4) f(x′) = card (∆px′)
where p expresses the controller-observer relationship, with particular interest in the values
(1.5) p ∈
{
2 rate control
1 value control
This problem is relevant to many areas of operations research, with related work appearing in
the changepoint, linear programming, integer programming, dynamic programming, and convex
optimization literature. Existing work falls into several classifications:
• In-exact solutions, typified by greedy algorithms
• Convex relaxations
• Exact solutions with poor scaling
• Dynamic programming
1.3.2. Inexact Methods
1.3.2.1. “Greedy” Step-Fitting Algorithms. Another active research area in biology which
requires denoising piecewise-constant data is the study of protein regulation of microtubule as-
sembly (Kerssemakers et al., 2006). In 2008, Carter et al. used artificial data sets analogous to
kinesin motion to compare four methods for automatic resolution of individual steps, concluding
that the best of these was the chi-squared minimization method developed by Kerssemakers et al.
(2006). This method uses a fractal-like procedure whereby the entire dataset is split into two
at the point which minimizes residual chi-square measure. The procedure is then repeated on
each segment found, and the new step which reduces residual chi-square the most is accepted.
The algorithm also provides a quality measure which terminates the iteration. In the developers’
own words, “Once found, the step-locations do not change anymore, although the associated step
sizes continue to change as they depend on the location of the neighboring steps” making this a
greedy algorithm. This approach is similar to the Binary Segmentation method described in the
changepoint literature (Killick et al., 2012), but the Kerssemakers et al. method incorporates an
additional termination condition designed to prevent overfitting.
1.3.3. Convex Methods
1.3.3.1. Total Variation Minimization. Little and Jones sought to overcome the limitations of
the greedy step-fitting algorithms using a global `1 regularization solved using convex optimiza-
tion techniques. They demonstrated that their lasso filter based on total variation minimization
yields results with lower noise for synthesized piecewise constant data than classical median filters
used to preprocess data for the greedy step-fitting algorithms. Their algorithm also performed
well on bacterial motor rotation data. The recent development of Little’s approach and its supe-
rior performance compared to the methods in Carter et al. (2008) establishes it as the baseline to
beat for piecewise-constant models. However, the total variation minimization approach yields
two types of systematic error. As seen in Figure 1, segments which lie to the same side of both
neighbors are systematically estimated with a bias toward the neighboring levels, underestimating
step magnitude. Furthermore, segments which lie between neighboring levels carry no penalty
at all, resulting in stairstep output (Figure 2).
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Figure 1. In Total Variation Minimization, the penalty function biases the
estimate for extreme segments
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Figure 2. Stairsteps form in Total Variation Minimization, because the penalty
function assigns zero incremental cost to segments which lie between neighbors
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Figure 3. `1 Trend Filter is systematically biased toward shallow changes in slope
Table 1. Comparison of residual error and sparsity of trend-filter estimates
Method RMS residual Segmentation
# Changepoints Slope Threshold
`1 Trend Filtering 0.0314 12 10−4
(Kim et al., 2009) 42 10−6
VIVA (Tight Fit) 0.0283 9 10−10
VIVA (Sparse) 0.0319 6 10−10
1.3.3.2. Trend Filtering. Kim et al. demonstrated use of global `1 bicriterion regularization
for fitting polyline models. These models are used extensively in a variety of financial and
biological applications (Kim et al., 2009). Considering the stock price curve fitting problem which
appeared as Figure 2 in Kim et al. (2009), comparison of the `1 trend filtering result to two other
piecewise-linear curves shows that this relaxation exhibits the same systematic sub-optimality as
total variation minimization, manifesting as underestimation of changes in slope and failure to
obtain a truly sparse description (Figure 3, Table 1).
1.3.3.3. Other Interior Point Methods. Julian et al. (1998) performs fitting of piecewise-affine
multidimensional surfaces to sample data by proposing partition boundaries and performing
descent using a Newton-Gauss algorithm to exponentially converge to a local minimum. When
the conditions for global optimality are not met, the algorithm attempts to escape local minima by
restarting the algorithm from new initial partitions. Problems with larger numbers of hyperplanes
are addressed by optimizing using a smaller number to obtain an initial partitioning for the larger
problem. This method is avoided for data with large numbers of segments due to its poor scaling
with facet count.
Xu et al. (2011) fits images with a reduced variation cardinality using an iterative algorithm
that alternates between identifying edges and then smoothing between them. Their method
performs simultaneous optimization across the entire dataset and works only for the piecewise-
constant case. Since less expensive methods exist for finding exact solutions in the one dimen-
sional case, no attempt will be made to adapt it for real-time use.
1.3.3.4. Advantages of `0 Regularization. It is interesting that, aside from its convexity, the
most valuable attribute of `1 norm regularization is that it approximates finding solutions to the
`0 norm regularization problem (Boyd and Vandenberghe, 2004; Ramirez et al., 2013; Kim et al.,
2009), or even exactly finds sparse solutions (Donoho, 2006). Chartrand (2007) uses a `p norm
with p < 1, in order to get closer to `0, making the observation “The resulting optimization
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Figure 4. The binary sequence bj segments the measurement sequence yj into
independent constant segments
problem will not be convex, and is described in the literature as intractable.” Undissuaded,
Chartrand then goes on to show that using descent methods with this non-convex `p norm is
statistically likely to find a solution with the globally optimal sparsity pattern, and that even
local minima generate better reconstructions of sparsely sampled signals than found using the `1
norm. Furthermore Xu et al. (2011) constructs signals for which the `1 norm heuristic fails to
find the optimal sparse solution.
1.3.4. Equivalent Mixed-Integer Models
Another expression of the maximum likelihood estimation problem is as a mixed-integer
quadratic program (Roll et al., 2004). Augment the problem with additional binary variables,
which segment the measurement sequence (Figure 4):
(1.6) bk =
{
1 ∃i, (k − 1)Tv < Ti − t1 ≤ kTv
0 otherwise
where Tv is the time resolution with which it is desired to locate step changes.
The complete MIQP model for piecewise-constant estimation with the `0 norm (variation
cardinality minimization) objective function is:
(1.7)
minimize (x′ − y)T (x′ − y) + ζ1Tb′
subject to −x′k + x′k+1 −Mb′k ≤ 0 ∀k
x′k − x′k+1 −Mb′k ≤ 0 ∀k
b′k ∈ { 0, 1 } ∀k
The piecewise-linear estimate with `0 norm objective function and continuity constraints has
a similar canonical MIQP form:
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(1.8)
minimize (x′ − y)T (x′ − y) + ζ1Tb′
subject to (ti − ti+1)x′k−1 + (ti+1 − ti−1)x′k + (ti−1 − ti)x′k+1 −Mb′k ≤ 0 ∀k
(ti+1 − ti)x′k−1 + (ti−1 − ti+1)x′k + (ti − ti−1)x′k+1 −Mb′k ≤ 0 ∀k
b′k ∈ { 0, 1 } ∀k
So too is this piecewise-linear estimation problem with the continuity constraints removed
(periodic sampling assumed for simplicity of notation):
(1.9)
minimize (x′ − y)T (x′ − y) + ζ1Tb′
subject to −x′k−1 + 2x′k − x′k+1 −Mb′k−1 −Mb′k ≤ 0 ∀k
x′k−1 − 2x′k + x′k+1 −Mb′k−1 −Mb′k ≤ 0 ∀k
b′k ∈ { 0, 1 } ∀k
Although it is easier to solve exactly, the model is more complex.
In contrast, the `1 norm (total variation minimization) formulation is (piecewise-constant,
mutatis mutandis for piecewise-linear with continuity):
(1.10)
minimize (x′ − y)T (x′ − y) + ζ1Td′
subject to −x′k + x′k+1 − d′k ≤ 0 ∀k
x′k − x′k+1 − d′k ≤ 0 ∀k
which is a quadratic program (with linear constraints).
If instead of minimizing the integral-square residual error, the integral absolute residual error
(`1 norm) is minimized,
(1.11) ε(x′) =
N∑
k=1
|x′k − yk|
then the objective function becomes linear, forming a mixed-integer linear program (MILP):
(1.12)
minimize 1T r′ + ζ1Tb′
subject to −x′k + x′k+1 −Mb′k ≤ 0 ∀k
x′k − x′k+1 −Mb′k ≤ 0 ∀k
−x′k + y′k − r′k ≤ 0 ∀k
x′k − y′k − r′k ≤ 0 ∀k
b′k ∈ { 0, 1 } ∀k
Naturally it is also possible to use the `1 norm for both goodness of fit and simplicity
of description, in which case a linear program is obtained. Another related linear program is
obtained from the minimax residual:
(1.13) ε(x′) =
∑
i
max
Ti≤kTv≤Ti+1
|x′k − yk|
1.3.5. Methods of Solving Integer Programs
Branch-and-bound is a standard technique for solving mixed integer programs: linear and
quadratic programs with integer or binary variables. However, the presence of Big-M in con-
straints leads to relaxations with infeasible optimal solutions and weak bounds (Bertsimas and
Shioda, 2007; Toriello and Vielma, 2012). In some cases Big-M can be replaced by a finite value,
for example in piecewise-constant curve fitting, no step will ever be greater than the range of the
observations. But these bicriterion regularization problems still produce weak relaxations as a
rule, leading to excessive branching.
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1.3.5.1. Symmetry reduction. Symmetry (when mapping between descriptive parameters and
solution is not injective, for example when permutations of the parameters are equally valid) poses
a particular problem for branch-and-bound, since even the optimal cost is not strong enough to
prune subproblems that contain another optimum (Barnhart et al., 1998).
The binary variables are paired with observations in the MIQP models given, so if the obser-
vation times are distinct, there is no symmetry. In case of multiple observations at a single time,
this could become problematic. Especially when there is no continuity constraint, if observations
occur simultaneously with a jump discontinuity (to within measurement time precision), the
wrong partition of observed values could lead to suboptimality. However rather than introducing
symmetry, one need only consider two orderings, corresponding to either ascending or descending
sort of the observations.
A similar approach is used by Roll et al. (2004) to address estimation of a monotonic
piecewise-affine function (jump discontinuities allowed, provided they are in the direction pre-
serving monotonicity) serving as the non-linear output mapping of a Wiener model. Roll et al.,
not having knowledge of the abscissa, breaks symmetry by sorting observations by the ordinate,
resulting in computational complexity which is combinatorial – polynomial in the length of the
input data, but exponential in the number of changepoints. This ordering could prove problem-
atic if the effect of noise swaps two (or more) observations which lie either side of a changepoint.
Due to this concern and the high complexity, this approach would not be used for the simpler
case of finding piecewise functions of time.
1.3.5.2. Bound strengthening methods. Because branching increases complexity exponen-
tially, effort is often expended on further constraining the linear / convex relaxation to produce a
feasible solution. Branch-and-cut and branch-and-price (Barnhart et al., 1998) are complemen-
tary methods that tighten the bounds of the relaxed problem. Gomory cuts specifically tighten
subproblems by adding bounds on a variable whose integrality is violated by the relaxed opti-
mum. For MILP problems (linear objective function), various cutting planes including Gomory
cuts, lifted-cover inequalities, flow cover inequalities, and gub-cover inequalities can be automat-
ically added by such solvers as bc-opt (Cordier et al., 1999), MPSARX, MINTO, and MIPO.
While not directly applicable to the MIQP models, it is likely that commercial solvers such as
CPLEX (IBM) and would be able to apply cuts to reduce the required branching.
Branch-and-price aids in the optimization of problems with many variables (as these MIQP
models have) by optimizing using a small basis set. Other integer variables are exchanged with
the basis set (“priced in”) depending on the residual cost associated with them.
Branch-and-reduce Ryoo and Sahinidis (1996), implemented in the BARON solver (Sahinidis,
1996) also performs automated bounds tightening.
Although these methods lead to more efficient solution than exhaustive brute-force search,
they do not take full advantage of the problem structure and require solving numerous subprob-
lems each of similar complexity to the best dynamic programming approaches. They remain
useful approaches for MILP and MIQP such as the hinging hyperplane fitting algorithm of Roll
et al. (2004) and Toriello and Vielma (2012)’s models for grid tesselation using triangles and
surface fitting using convex piecewise-affine functions.
For even more difficult mixed-integer programs, where objective and/or constraints are non-
convex, bounds tightening is still a desirable approach. Belotti et al. (2009) describes use of a
convex hull around non-linear constraints to define a relaxed sub-problem. A variation on this
theme is offered by Leyffer et al. (2008): use of piecewise polyhedral envelopes; these enveloping
polyhedrons are rebuilt using increased detail as the search region becomes reduced via pruning.
Unlike Belotti et al.’s convex hull approach, the polyhedrons are not necessarily convex. Nei-
ther of these techniques are needed for variation cardinality minimization using integral-square
residual error. However, if the goodness-of-fit formula were changed to a non-convex function,
perhaps to account for a bimodal noise distribution, then such methods would be needed.
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1.3.6. Related Work in Dynamic Programming
1.3.6.1. Curve Estimation in the Dynamic Programming Literature. Dynamic programming
found applications to piecewise curve estimation quite early. Bellman (1961) described a simple
approach to finding the sequence of N disjoint segments that most closely approximated, in a
minimum integral-square residual error sense, an integrable function over a fixed interval. For
this method the abscissa of each end-point is constrained to a discretization of the interval. The
state space was defined by the coordinate pair (right edge of interval, number of segments used).
The computational complexity therefore is O(u2NN) comparisons, where uN is the number of
discrete steps quantizing the interval. If memoization is used, uN coefficient-search steps may be
performed in O(uN ) time.
Continuity between segments was considered in Bellman and Roth (1969), where a polyline of
N (joined) segments is used to approximate an arbitrary continuous curve, where all join points
are required to lie on lattice points (both abscissa and ordinate are quantized). The state space
is the triple (abscissa of end point, ordinate of end point, number of segments used) leading to
a complexity of O(h2v2N) comparisons, where ordinate and abscissa are quantized into v and h
discrete steps, respectively. Bellman and Roth uses a somewhat unusual cost function, the sum
of per-segment maximum absolute error.
Both these algorithms exhibit poor scaling, but motivated further use of dynamic program-
ming.
Another pioneer in use of curve fitting via dynamic programming was Guthery (1974), whose
notation of k for the number of partitions and n for the number of data samples, shall be used
going forward due to its clarity. He first offers the insight that, given sufficient space, memoization
reduces the number of coefficient-search steps in the disjoint piecewise estimation problem to
O(n2) from O(n2k) (and the number of residual calculations in the piecewise-continuous problem
is likewise reduced by a factor of k), although the number of comparisons remains linear in N .
Then Guthery introduces Partition Regression, which estimates models for sampled data using
piecewise parameterized curves. The first-order auto-regressive models used for curve segments
permit dynamics which are exponential in time and non-linear in the coefficients. The method
is unsuitable for high sample rate data, not because of scaling complexity, which is quadratic in
number of samples, but because the pairwise treatment of data amplifies high frequency noise.
Use of higher order auto-regression models is clearly possible but the modeling of individual
segments might then become expensive. Recognizing that combining the individual partition
models into a single continuous curve might be sub-optimal, Guthery recommends adopting the
selected partition boundaries and performing concurrent reoptimization of the parameters.
1.3.6.2. Reception of Digital Codes. Maximum likelihood recovery of signals from noisy mea-
surements using log-likelihood as the goodness-of-fit metric and exploration of a tree dates to
Fano’s sequential decoder. In the sequential decoder (Fano, 1963), which is applicable to digital
signals which are members of a discrete set of levels and with a known symbol duration, the
n-ary tree representing the signals is explored depth-first, with one one branch fully expanded,
and backtracking is used to trigger exploration of other branches based on a mutual information
heuristic. The backtracking distance is bounded either by finite memory in the decoder, or the
desire to make a decision after a finite delay.
In his asymptotically optimal decoding algorithm for convolutional codes, Viterbi (1967)
guaranteed optimality while eliminating the dependence of time and storage requirements on
the input data. The linear feedback shift register defines a Markov chain, because the next
state of the register depends only on the prior state and the transmitted signal, without regard
for the specifics of the historical path leading to that state (Markov property). The algorithm
visits each transition on the Markov chain, computing the likelihood of each path from the
likelihood of the “survivor” path associated with the prior state and the correlation of the possible
transmission with the actual received signal. Then as a consequence of the Markov property, only
the highest-likelihood path terminating in each state is preserved, becoming the new “survivor”
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path for that state. (Highest likelihood corresponds to dominance unless the noise properties
of the channel are correlated in ways that Viterbi termed “pathological”) Because the number
of survivor paths is limited by the number of encoder states, the storage requirements do not
depend on signal length, and decoding computational requirements are linear in signal length.
Although they did not use the term “memoization”, the technique was applied by both Fano
and Viterbi, who noted that the log-likelihood of independent symbols shared terms between
multiple paths, and computed metrics using the partial sums and new samples. And Viterbi’s
survivor-selection is, in all but name, Bellman’s “Principle of Optimality”.
In these decoders the timing is assumed to be known. More likely is the case when the
time between steps is known but the time of the first bit is not, in which case clock recovery
is employed to determine the phase, and the decoding results are processed by a synchronizer
to find which symbol is the first in a message. Clock recovery circuits may themselves employ
maximum likelihood techniques (Kobayashi, 1971).
1.3.6.3. Pruned dynamic programming. While the state enumeration methods used by the
Viterbi decoder and subsolution enumeration for curve fitting on a lattice (Bellman and Roth,
1969) are powerful for guaranteeing optimality, they require imposing coarse quantization on the
signal to restrict the number of potential states.
The approximation method used by Bellman (1961) and later given the name “Segment
Neighborhood” eliminates quantization error by changing the ordinate from part of the sub-
solution identifier to an attribute of the solution. The subsolutions are instead identified by
the number of input data points included and the number of segments used. Computation re-
quires O(kn2) cost evaluations. For analysis in order of data arrival, the storage requirement is
for O(kn) subsolutions identified by sample index and number of segments. For retrospective
analysis when the iteration order can be reversed, only O(n) subsolutions need to be stored.
Rigaill (2010) improves this situation considerably, by making the abscissa part an attribute
as well, and identifying subsolutions by number of segments used and set of ordinate intervals
over which the particular subsolution is optimal. When the optimal set for any prior subsolution
becomes empty, that subsolution is dropped from consideration. In this “Pruned Dynamic Pro-
gramming” algorithm, the total number of intervals which must be tracked is observed to remain
relatively constant in many realistic datasets, although degenerate cases such as monotonically
increasing measurements yield no pruning and once again lead to O(kn) growth in the number of
stored subsolutions. Rigaill completely commits to in-order data processing and notes that this
permits real-time applications, although no evaluation of online estimation error performance is
conducted.
Meanwhile, Yao (1984) showed that when the likelihood of a change in any single sample
interval is time-invariant (leading to geometrically distributed segment durations) and the rela-
tionship between its probability and the probability distribution of noise is known, then recursion
and induction may be applied (reinventing dynamic programming) to find the maximum likeli-
hood signal estimate in O(n2) steps and O(n) storage, with no dependence on the number of
segments. This method was later given the name “Optimal Partitioning”.
Killick et al. (2012) improves on Optimal Partitioning by using a variable-sized set of sub-
solutions like Rigaill. Unlike Rigaill’s Pruned DP, this is done without changing addressing of
subsolutions – the time of the last change remains the unique identifier of a subsolution. Instead,
a dominance condition is implemented leaving zero “survivor” paths at some addresses. Killick
et al. provides statistical conditions on segment count and spacing under which the number of
survivor paths is bounded and the overall computation time is O(n), earning the name “Pruned
Exact Linear Time” algorithm.
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1.4. Real-Time Implications
The greedy chi-squared minimization and total variation minimization algorithms have excel-
lent time complexity. However, both require the entire data set to be available; the final iteration
of residual chi-squared minimization can introduce a step anywhere in the entire dataset, while
each iteration of total variation minimization updates the entire estimate vector. Therefore, to
use these algorithms in near real-time requires running the entire O(n) algorithm at each of
O(n) data points. Note that convergence speed of total variation minimization is improved by
using the prior result as an initial value, but this only lowers the constant factor – running the
algorithm online still has quadratic overall complexity.
Integer Programming methods would be extremely expensive to repeat on an ever-expanding
dataset. The optimal solution to the prefix data would lead directly to a known feasible solution
and bound on the optimal cost; however due to the weakness of the relaxation, a large search
space would still need to be explored.
The previously discussed dynamic programming methods are capable of processing data in-
order, so running them online during measurement is efficient. However the Rigaill (2010) pruned
DP method requires that the number of segments be bounded a-priori. Allowing both incoming
data and growth in the number of segments would be prohibitive in storage complexity. Yet
not knowing how many segments to reserve for fitting future changepoints precludes producing
estimates in real-time with a fixed bound on segment count, since which of the currently-optimal
(for different segment counts) solutions to use cannot be determined.
Killick et al. (2012)’s PELT method lends itself very well to in-order evaluation on causal
datasets. Indeed, the simplest form of the VIVA algorithm, although independently developed
using a different proof, is an instantiation of PELT. However PELT is inapplicable to connected
piecewise-linear estimation and also lacks some refinements that will be shown to reduce online
estimation error.
Since none of this prior work showed any results for running their step-fitting algorithms on
partial datasets, the delay in identifying steps in newly collected data using existing methods
remains unknown.
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CHAPTER 2
Short History of the Project
When we started using load cells at the UTMB Resuscitation Research Lab, one goal was
to overcome the impracticality of deploying large numbers of ultrasonic flowmeters, I tried using
traditional low-pass filters to reject the measurement noise, but it quickly became apparent that
using frequency domain filtering would not be viable. The level of filtering needed to reduce
noise sufficiently for flow rate calculations with acceptable accuracy would both introduce many
minutes of group delay and also blur control events such as start and stop of bolus unacceptably.
Because the Boyd and Vandenberghe text described preservation of step changes as one of the key
advantages of total variation denoising, I determined to try it with the infusion data. I intended
to implement it myself to permit customization, but in order both to determine how effective it
would be and to serve as a known good result to use for testing my code, I first downloaded and
ran an implementation, tvdip, written by Little and Jones (2010).
After running tvdip on several of my infusion data sets, I observed that, with appropriate
values of the λ parameter, it yielded results that were stable and noise-free. However, the rate re-
sulting from processing short duration boluses was consistently underreported. After considering
the total variation minimization cost function, I concluded that this was a result of penalizing
the size of variations. If instead the cost function penalized residual error and cardinality of
variations, the optimum solution would become an unbiased estimate. Unfortunately Boyd and
Vandenberghe also detailed reasons why using `0 norm regularization for finding the sparsest
solution was intractable and engineers use the `1 norm for basis pursuit instead. This led to
the concept of using tvdip to identify timing, and use linear regression for the flow rate in each
interval. But I had another idea as well.
Viterbi decoding (Viterbi, 1967) has intrigued me ever since I first encountered its use with
convolution code lattices in my undergraduate Communication Systems course. I previously
considered using it for ECG beat classification; the limited number of progressions through
the cardiac cycle have some similarities to the possible sequences which a linear feedback shift
register can generate. Two factors prevented me from developing that idea: First, that it is a
very saturated research topic with large amounts of corporate funding, and second, that it didn’t
align with the primary research goals of the lab.
It was natural, then, that when faced with denoising flow rate signals, I should consider my
favorite optimum estimator. While a Viterbi-like approach would be key to efficient exploration
of what Boyd and Vandenberghe recognized as essentially an exponential number of possibilities
for a binary sequence representing basis membership, one key feature of convolutional codes was
missing: Viterbi relies on mapping potential signals onto a finite Markov chain, with multiple
sequences ending in exactly the same state, then discarding all but the best. With piecewise
curve fitting, the number of possible states is essentially unbounded, as it must summarize the
history in a way that satisfies the Markov condition. Clearly, then, domination of multiple paths
terminating in a common state would not be possible.
Still, binary programs such as basis pursuit, and mixed-integer programs in general, are not
doomed to brute-force search. The technique of branch-and-bound rapidly reduces the search
space which must be enumerated. Better still, the branch-and-bound technique allows me to
choose the order in which variables are fixed, giving me the flexibility to process data in order of
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arrival. The solution to the relaxed problem is also trivial (Theorem 2), and its cost is independent
of the actual values of future data. Still, because this solution was not feasible, it had limited
utility toward reducing the search space.
Another insight was needed to achieve a tractable method of computation: Just as the
regularization parameter represents the cost including a jump between levels in the piecewise
constant curve fit, that same parameter is the cost of jumping between states of the Markov
chain. The feasible solution that had not been revealed by the usual method of linear constraint
relaxation would now be provided by the unknown global optimum curve itself. The current
lowest-cost path could be spliced to the latter portion of the optimum curve to create a feasible
solution and therefore a bound (Theorem 1).
To understand the implications on the size of the search space, it is helpful to return to the
perspective of Viterbi decoding on a Markov chain. While the states reached by extending curve
segments scatter throughout a state space that would be infinite save for the precision-limited
digital representation of measurements, there is a single state encompassing all solutions which
include a discontinuity at the current instant. Of these solutions, only one needs to be kept, the
rest are dominated and discarded. Therefore the population of solutions grows by at most one
each time step, and a worst-case complexity of O(n2). The paths being extended maintaining
continuity are also subject to being pruned, but domination requires a cost disadvantage equal to
the discontinuity cost. Again, this complexity is achieved for online processing which produces
estimates during data processing.
Note that the above discussion was presented in terms of piecewise constant signals, but
actually applies broadly to the general case of fitting piecewise disconnected curve segments.
(Certain additional conditions must be met which enable splicing – the jump between segments
needs to be unlimited, and any pre-truncation of a legal segment needs to result in a legal
segment of lower cost. This disallows, for example, a minimum segment duration constraint.)
For models requiring connected segments, such as the piecewise linear curve fits described in
section 3.4, splicing arbitrary paths requires twice the segmentation cost, to form a zero-width
segment bridging the gap.
The foundations of VIVA are therefore:
• Explore an exponentially-large space of binary sequences in the order of data arrival.
• Express fit and residual error of individual segments recursively using a low dimensional
state, to avoid reprocessing prior samples of the noisy measured signal.
• Prune candidate solutions which are inferior to a spliced solution using the lowest cost
candidate
To this base algorithm are added several refinements.
The best live estimate generated online is faulty. The criterion developed in subsection 5.2.1
provides that true segment boundaries will be passed over as sub-optimal until sufficient evidence
exists from both sides of the boundary. Therefore it is useful to report k-step behind estimates in
near real-time. The same criterion relates the time lag, step resolving power, and regularization
parameter. I compute and compare k-step behind estimates for several lag values.
To address burst noise, I noted that periods where the noise is minimal are more trustworthy
than during burst noise. To weight the curve fit in favor of low noise regions without relying
on external information, I introduced a confidence measure into the norm of the residual error,
weighting each measurement inversely proportional to the local variance of the measured data,
a concept borrowed from the noise variance measure used in Kalman filtering.
I also perform additional pruning of candidate solutions in the connected piecewise-linear
case. These aggressive heuristics sacrifice the guarantee of finding the true optimum in exchange
for greatly reduced runtime. Performance testing provides the justification for this tradeoff.
The following material develops the mathematical underpinnings of the VIVA method,
presents the denoising algorithm itself, and tests its performance using synthesized data and
datasets recorded during actual porcine studies.
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CHAPTER 3
Piecewise Minimum Cardinality Curve Fitting
using Pruned Dynamic Programming
The `0 bicriterion regularization formulation for variation cardinality minimization is restated
and illustrated. Graphical and mathematical representations of the splicing argument are pre-
sented. It is shown that application of the splicing argument to piecewise-constant curve fitting
leads directly to the same pruning condition and dynamic programming algorithm used in the
PELT method of Killick et al. (2012), but the splicing argument also provides a corresponding
pruning condition to piecewise curve fitting with continuity constraints.
An automatic weighting function based on the local variance of the sampled data is developed.
This weighting function improves signal recovery in the presence of burst noise.
Two heuristics for truncated search are introduced which provide near-optimal estimation
of connected piecewise-linear curve fits, with the same complexity as the piecewise disconnected
case (linear, if the PELT conditions on segment duration are met).
Introduction of a limited time delay, comparable to the online delay of traditional linear and
median filtering methods, is added.
The weighting function, truncated search method, and delay are validated empirically using
a synthesized dataset for Monte-Carlo analysis as well as infusion data from trauma and burn
resuscitation research studies in a porcine model. Results for a financial dataset appeared above
(Figure 3, Table 1).
3.1. Optimality Criterion for Continuity-Constrained
Piecewise Curve Fitting
Development of an optimality criterion using the splicing argument will be demonstrated
first using the simplest case, piecewise-constant curve fitting, before moving on to more complex
models.
Recall the (mixed-integer quadratic program) model augmented by binary variables identi-
fying changepoints, Equation 1.7.
(3.1)
minimize (x′ − y)T (x′ − y) + ζ1Tb′
subject to −x′k + x′k+1 −Mb′k ≤ 0 ∀k
x′k − x′k+1 −Mb′k ≤ 0 ∀k
b′k ∈ { 0, 1 } ∀k
The following bound on prefix path deficit is known as a necessary condition for optimality
due to Killick et al. (2012), who present this pruning criterion after using independence between
segments to apply Bellman’s Principle of Optimality. The following approach does not rely on
independence between segments, so it is not limited to fitting of disjoint curves.
Theorem 1. If x∗,b∗ is any optimal solution to Equation 1.7, then the prefix cost along the
path
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(3.2 )
c∗κ = c≤κ(x
†,b∗)
=
κ∑
k=0
(
x†k − yk
)2
+ ζ
κ−1∑
k=0
b∗k
is bounded by the path costs of all feasible solutions x′,b′:
(3.3 ) c∗κ ≤ c≤κ(x′,b′) + ζ(1− b∗κ), ∀κ,x′,b′
Proof. Construct the spliced solution
(3.4a) xsk =
{
x′k k ≤ κ
x∗k k > κ
(3.4b) bsk =

b′k k < κ
1 k = κ
b∗k k > κ
This solution xs,bs is also feasible for Equation 1.7, with total cost
(3.5)
cs =
N∑
k=0
(xsk − yk)
2
+ ζ
N−1∑
k=0
bsk
=
κ∑
k=0
(xsk − yk)
2
+
N∑
k=κ+1
(xsk − yk)
2
+ ζ
κ−1∑
k=0
bsk + ζb
s
κ + ζ
N−1∑
k=κ+1
bsk
=
κ∑
k=0
(x′k − yk)
2
+ ζ
κ−1∑
k=0
b′k +
N∑
k=κ+1
(x∗k − yk)
2
+ ζ + ζ
N−1∑
k=κ+1
b∗k
= c≤κ(x
′,b′) + ζ +
N∑
k=κ+1
(x∗k − yk)
2
+ ζ
N−1∑
k=κ+1
b∗k
The optimal cost is
(3.6)
c∗ =
N∑
k=0
(x∗k − yk)
2
+ ζ
N−1∑
k=0
b∗k
=
κ∑
k=0
(x∗k − yk)
2
+
N∑
k=κ+1
(x∗k − yk)
2
+ ζ
κ−1∑
k=0
b∗k + ζb
∗
κ + ζ
N−1∑
k=κ+1
b∗k
≥
κ∑
k=0
(
x†k − yk
)2
+ ζ
κ−1∑
k=0
b∗k +
N∑
k=κ+1
(x∗k − yk)
2
+ ζb∗κ + ζ
N−1∑
k=κ+1
b∗k
= c∗κ + ζb
∗
κ +
N∑
k=κ+1
(x∗k − yk)
2
+ ζ
N−1∑
k=κ+1
b′k
noting that x†k differs from x
∗
k only in the segment wherein κ lies, for which x
∗
κ is the minimizer
over the whole segment, while x†κ is the minimizer over the truncated segment.
By the optimality of x∗,b∗,
(3.7a) c∗ ≤ cs
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κ
c∗ ≤ c≤κ(x′,b′) + ζ + c>κ(x∗,b∗)
c∗ ≥ c≤κ(x†,b∗) + c>κ(x∗,b∗)
ĉ≤κ(x
†,b∗) + c>κ(x
∗,b∗) ≤ c≤κ(x′,b′) + ζ + c>κ(x∗,b∗)
c≤κ(x
†,b∗) ≤ c≤κ(x′,b′) + ζ
Figure 5. Cancel common term, yielding necessary condition for prefix of op-
timal segmentation
and therefore
(3.7b)
c∗κ + ζb
∗
κ +
N∑
k =κ+1
(x′k − yk)
2
+ ζ
N−1∑
k =κ+1
b′k ≤ c≤κ(x′,b′) + ζ +
N∑
k=κ+1
(x′k − yk)
2
+ ζ
N−1∑
k=κ+1
b′k
After cancellation of like terms,
(3.8) c∗κ ≤ c≤κ(x′,b′) + ζ(1− b∗κ)

Figure 5 provides a graphical illustration of the path splicing approach. It should be im-
mediately apparent that path splicing is also viable for connected piecewise curves, such as the
polyline (piecewise-linear) model Equation 3.9 (given earlier as Equation 1.8).
(3.9)
minimize (x′ − y)T (x′ − y) + ζ1Tb′
subject to (ti − ti+1)x′k−1 + (ti+1 − ti−1)x′k + (ti−1 − ti)x′k+1 −Mb′k ≤ 0 ∀k
(ti+1 − ti)x′k−1 + (ti−1 − ti+1)x′k + (ti − ti−1)x′k+1 −Mb′k ≤ 0 ∀k
b′k ∈ { 0, 1 } ∀k
Splicing leads to the feasible piecewise-linear solution
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(3.10a) xsk =
{
x′k k ≤ κ− 1
x∗k k ≥ κ
(3.10b) bsk =

b′k k < κ− 1
1 k = κ− 1
1 k = κ
b∗k k > κ
and using the same argument, the optimality condition used to perform pruning during
continuous piecewise-linear curve fitting is:
(3.11) c∗κ ≤ c≤κ(x′,b′) + ζ(2− b∗κ−1 − b∗κ), ∀κ,x′,b′
Although the branch-and-bound method cannot be applied directly without a feasible solu-
tion to the entire problem, this bound on partial path costs permits pruning suboptimal solutions
at each timestep. In particular, in the case of disjoint curve segments, only one candidate with
bκ = 1 needs to be preserved to achieve optimality. Applying pruning to breadth-first search
yields a search algorithm very similar to Viterbi decoding.
3.2. Complexity Growth in Small Cases
For disjoint piecewise curve fits, the pruning criterion guarantees that the population growth
cannot exceed one new candidate per time step. Growth in the polyline (or generalized connected
curve segments) case, where independence between parameters across changepoints does not
apply, remains problematic.
Using the first 30% of the S&P 500 dataset used in Little and Jones (2010) for trend filtering,
dynamic programming was used to find the estimates with k segments, k ∈ 2, 3, 4 having minimum
mean squared residual error. The complexity growth of this approach is shown in Figure 6 and
the results in Figure 7 and its accompanying table. Identification of the optimal estimate with k
segments in a dataset of N points requires analysis of the N points at each of the
(
N−2
k−1
)
possible
breakpoints. The total computational cost is somewhat better than
(
N−1
k
)
due to memoization
of intermediate results. This agrees with Boyd and Vandenberghe (2004, p. 310).
Bicriterion regularization was also performed using pruned dynamic programming with the
optimality criterion (Equation 3.11) and ζ = 0.13, which found the three segment solution. Its
complexity growth as a function of N is also shown in Figure 6.
Initially, there appears to be no benefit to using the bicriterion formulation and pruned DP,
since the cost was higher (and scaling worse) than the cost of the combinatorial search that
found the same result. However, the combinatorial search fails to ensure that the result is an
optimum in the bicriterion sense. For example, the four segment path, although a minimal mean-
square residual error result, is not optimum for any value of ζ: it dominates the three segment
path for ζ < 0.0701, but a five segment solution (1, 7.1732)–(356, 7.2989)–(479, 7.1659)–(511,
7.0211)–(531, 7.1565)–(600, 7.0796) dominates both for ζ < 0.0755. Using combinatorial methods
to show that three segments are optimal for ζ = 0.13 would require evaluating
⌊
MMSE
ζ
⌋
further
cases – up to a seven segment polyline – at the cost of substantial additional computation.
Additional comparisons of exact polyline fitting using combinatorial methods and bicriterion
regularization via pruned dynamic programming may be found in Appendix E.
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Figure 6. Exact polyline search algorithms’ complexity, considering first 600
data of S&P 500 log(price) data (Little and Jones, 2010)
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Figure 7. Optimal polyline approximations for first 600 samples of S&P 500
log(price) data (Little and Jones, 2010)
Table 2. Residual error and optimality, by segment count, for the S&P 500
log(price) excerpt polyline approximations
Segments Solution Cost Optimal When
2 (1, 7.1730) – (342, 7.2944) – (600, 7.0592) 0.7257 + ζ 0.15 < ζ < 1.71
3
(1, 7.1726) – (363, 7.3027)
– (506, 7.1041) – (600, 7.1124)
0.5794 + 2ζ 0.07 < ζ < 0.15
4
(1, 7.1722) – (365, 7.3043) – (515, 7.0793)
– (541, 7.1560) – (600, 7.0738)
0.5093 + 3ζ Never
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3.3. Functional Description of VIVA Algorithm
3.3.1. Dense State Encoding. Implementation of the VIVA algorithm leverages the least-
squares fit and residual expressions developed in Appendix B and recursive update techniques
given in Appendix C.2.
Define a function for highest element set in a binary sequence:
(3.12) h(b, n) =

−1 bn = 0 ∩ n = 0
h(b, n− 1) bn = 0 ∩ n > 0
n bn = 1
Using the usual definition of list:
(3.13) list ′T = Nil | ′T :: list ′T
Define a state-space for candidate solutions, consisting of a 5-tuple:
(3.14) A = R ? R+ ? R+ ? Z++ ? (list (Z++ ? R))
Each state is a dense representation at time κ of a candidate solution x,b evaluated using
input data y with the invariant
(3.15)
κ ? x′ ? b′ →
 κ−1∑
k=h(b′)+1
yk
 ?
 κ−1∑
k=h(b′)+1
y2k
 ?
h(b′)∑
k=0
(x′k − yk)
2
+ ζ
h(b′)∑
k=0
b′k

? (κ− h(b′)) ?
(
(∆t̃i ? x̃i) :: · · · :: (∆t̃0 ? x̃0)
)
Accessor functions give symbolic names to the components of the tuple:
(3.16a)
sum : A → R
is (first : R) ? (R+) ? (R+) ? (Z++) ? (list (Z++ ? R) → first
(3.16b)
energy : A → R+
is (R) ? (second : R+) ? (R+) ? (Z++) ? (list (Z++ ? R) → second
(3.16c)
path cost : A → R+
is (R) ? (R+) ? (third : R+) ? (Z++) ? (list (Z++ ? R) → third
(3.16d)
age : A → Z++
is (R) ? (R+) ? (R+) ? (fourth : Z++) ? (list (Z++ ? R) → fourth
(3.16e)
path : A → list (Z++ ? R)
is (R) ? (R+) ? (R+) ? (Z++) ? (fifth : list (Z++ ? R) → fifth
In particular, this state representation allows simple computation of the cost c≤κ(x,b)
(3.17)
cost : A → R+
is (a : A) → (path cost a) + (energy a)− (sum a)
2
age a
Functions for inclusion of one additional sample (in arrival order) are straightforward.
(3.18)
branch0 : R → A → A
is (sample : R) → (a : A) → ((sum a) + sample) ? ((energy a) + sample2)
? (path cost a) ? ((age a) + 1) ? (path a)
(3.19)
branch1 : R → A → A
is (sample : R) → (a : A) → (sample) ? (sample2) ? (cost a+ ζ) ? (1)
? (cons ((age a) ? ( sum aage a )) (path a))
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Several other useful list operations:
(3.20a)
reduce : ′S ? (′S ? ′T → ′S) ? list ′T → ′S
is (accum : ′S) ? (′S ? ′T → ′S) ?Nil → accum
(accum : ′S) ? (op : ′S ? ′T → ′S) ? ((head : ′T ) :: (tail : list ′T ))
→ op head (reduce accum op tail)
(3.20b)
min : (′T → R) ? list ′T → ′T
is (selector : ′T → R) ? ((head : ′T ) :: (tail : list ′T ))
→ reduce head (λbest.λelem.(if ((selector elem) < (selector best)) elem best)) tail
(3.20c)
map filter
: (′T → Bool) ? (′T → ′T ) ? list ′T → list ′T
is (′T → Bool) ? (′T → ′T ) ?Nil → Nil
(pred : ′T → Bool) ? (f : ′T → ′T ) ? (items : list ′T )
→ let selected : Bool = pred (head items) in
let rest : list ′T = (map filter pred f (tail items)) in
if selected (cons (f (head items)) rest) rest
The population of candidate solutions will be initialized as
(3.21) P0 : list A ⇐ cons (branch0 sample (0 ? 0 ? 0 ? 0 ?Nil)) Nil
At each incoming sample, the population update algorithm is
(3.22)
timestep : R ? list A → list A
is (sample : R) ? (population : list A)
→ let min cost : A = min cost population in
let threshold : R+ = ζ + (cost min cost) in
cons (branch1 sample min cost)
(map filter λa.((cost a) < threshold) (branch0 sample) population)
3.4. Truncated Search Heuristics
Although performing bicriterion regularization using pruned dynamic programming scales
better than using combinatorial enumeration of changepoint basis sets, finding exact solutions in
the presence of continuity constraints remains prohibitively expensive for larger datasets.
In many cases performing optimal recovery is not warranted, if the difference between optimal
and near-optimal fits is insignificant compared to the noise floor resulting from other confounding
factors. Heuristics for truncated search seek to trade guaranteed optimality for reduced estima-
tion cost. Two heuristics are proposed which accept a small increase in bicriterion residual but
achieve tractability for problems with millions of data points.
The first of these heuristics observes that, in the subproblem of finding optimal polyline
vertex ordinates for a fixed sequence of abscissas, measurements have little effect on vertices
more than two segments away. By assuming the accumulated effect is trivial, segment vertices,
and therefore also the associated residuals, become fixed as additional segments are added to the
path. Because the residuals become fixed, so does their ordering, allowing many paths up to a
particular segment to be reduced to one as that segment becomes frozen.
The second heuristic admits only one branch per measurement interval.
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Figure 8. Model of many conjoined piecewise-linear segments
3.4.1. “Freeze Old Segments” Heuristic
Consider that the N-segment least-squares optimization step (shown in Figure 8) described
by Equation 3.23 can be performed efficiently using the tridiagonal matrix algorithm (Thomas,
1949) which exhibits linear scaling, as does calculation of the residual ε(χ̃).
(3.23a)

d1 a2 0 · · · 0
a2 d2 a3 0
...
0
. . .
. . .
. . . 0
...
. . . aN−1 dN−1 aN
0 · · · 0 aN dN

χ̃ =

S(t1, t2)−
R(t1, t2)
N(t1, t2)
S(t2, t3)−
R(t1, t2)
N(t2, t3)
...
S(tN−1, tN )−
R(tN−1, tN )
N(tN−1, tN )
0

+

0
R(t1, t2)
N(t1, t2)
R(t2, t3)
N(t2, t3)
...
R(tN−1, tN )
N(tN−1, tN )

where
(3.23b)
dk =
1 k = 1(N(tk−1, tk) + 1) (2N(tk−1, tk) + 1)
6N(tk−1, tk)
k > 1
+

(N(tk, tk+1)− 1) (2N(tk, tk+1)− 1)
6N(tk, tk+1)
k < N
0 k = N
(3.23c) ak =
(N(tk−1, tk)− 1) (N(tk−1, tk) + 1)
6N(tk−1, tk)
∀k > 1
and
(3.23d) ε(χ̃) =
N∑
k=2
S2(tk−1, tk)− χ̃T


S(t1, t2)−
R(t1, t2)
N(t1, t2)
S(t2, t3)−
R(t1, t2)
N(t2, t3)
...
S(tN−1, tN )−
R(tN−1, tN )
N(tN−1, tN )
0

+

0
R(t1, t2)
N(t1, t2)
R(t2, t3)
N(t2, t3)
...
R(tN−1, tN )
N(tN−1, tN )


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Figure 9. Model of many conjoined piecewise-linear segments with segment
freeze heuristic
The previous method incurs increased complexity as the number of segments increases. In
addition, although arriving data have ever-diminishing impact on the first ramp estimate, the
global optimal fit cannot be computed until all data are available.
The VIVA algorithm implements a “freeze old segments” heuristic to sacrifice global opti-
mality for reduced latency. Two ramps are considered, then the first of these is fixed in place and
fitting of the second and third ramps proceeds. The method repeats by fixing the first of these
(the second ramp overall) and optimizing the two following, and so on. In this manner, all opti-
mization steps concerning the third and subsequent segments have identical form, as illustrated
in Figure 9.
A consequence of freezing an old vertex each time a path is branched, to maintain exactly two
segments subject to optimization at all times, is that the cumulative cost of frozen segments, and
therefore also their ordering, becomes fixed as well. Therefore, although there be many candidate
paths permitted to branch by the criterion (3.11), all being frozen at the same time coordinate
may be compared and only the best of these allowed to branch. In this way, population growth
(branches per timestep) is reduced from combinatorial (all ways of distributing ζ surplus residual
error around prior changepoints) to linear.
3.4.2. “Limited Branching” Heuristic
Even with the frozen-path-domination branch generation logic ensuring at most linear popu-
lation growth, accumulated population size (and therefore memory usage) has a quadratic bound,
which may exceed resources available in an embedded environment. Therefore VIVA implements
a stronger version of this heuristic as a runtime option, permitting only a constant number of new
branches at each timestep (and therefore linear memory usage and quadratic runtime), resulting
in modest additional estimation error.
Notably, when the change timing conditions described by Killick et al. (2012) are met, mem-
ory usage reduces to O(1) and runtime to O(n). This heuristic is particularly well suited to
online implementation (see chapter 5) where delay and unavailability of future data, not this
heuristic, are the dominant factors contributing to estimation error.
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Figure 10. Excerpt of ECG data compression example data, with vertical offset
added for ease of comparison
3.5. Case Study, Compression of Electrocardiogram Data
Telemedicine allows medical experts to assist in patient care regardless of geographic sepa-
ration. For the doctor to clearly diagnose and manage the patient, vital signs such as electrocar-
diograms must be collected and transmitted to the expert. Telemedicine is particularly valuable
when local resources are lacking, either because the injury occurred in an austere environment
with minimal medical support, or because the local support is overwhelmed by a large number of
patients (battlefields and natural disasters both result n mass casualty scenarios). In either case,
communication bandwidth may be scarce as well, in which case efficient compression is needed
in order to maximize the amount of clinically useful data that can be sent through the link. In
addition, hospital staff are increasingly requesting the ability to forward patient data to wireless
mobile devices, often on metered data plans.
An excerpt of slightly longer than an hour was taken from an electrocardiogram recording
from a swine hemorrhage and resuscitation experiment conducted in the Resuscitation Research
Laboratory, Department of Anesthesiology, University of Texas Medical Branch (Galveston, TX).
Polyline fitting was conducted using the “Freeze Old Segments” heuristic, alone and in combi-
nation with the “Limited Branching” heuristic, to investigate the deviation from optimality
introduced by these heuristics. The original recorded and compressed signals are displayed in
Figures 10 and 11, and results given in Table 3.
Although the signal was sufficiently large to make exact search infeasible even using pruned
dynamic programming, the truncated search methods produced an excellent approximation. In
Figure 10, an intentional offset has been introduced into the fitting results to prevent the signals
from overlying each other and obscuring the shape of the estimate; exactly how well the signals
coincide may be seen in Figure 11.
After developing the polyline estimates using truncated search, the changepoint timings from
this estimate were used to perform least-squares minimization, the method suggested for basis
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Figure 11. Close zoom into ECG data compression example data
pursuit using heuristics in Boyd and Vandenberghe (2004, p. 334). The difference in maximum
residual between the global least-squares and the direct results from the VIVA implementation
is as much as 5%, but the RMS residual increases less than 0.5% with addition of the second
heuristic, and varies less than 0.1% between the direct result and the global least-squares using
the same timing. The bicriterion cost metrics are not directly comparable because the VIVA algo-
rithm used variance-based weighting (to be introduced in subsection 4.1.2) and the least-squares
minimization did not.
Additional evaluation of complexity advantages of truncated search heuristics vs exact solu-
tions may be found in Appendix E.
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Table 3. Heuristics’ Influence on ECG Polyline Approximation (Compression)
Performance
Metric “Freeze Old Segments” Heuristic Both Heuristics
Input Sample Rate 1000/s
Input Sample Count 4 000 001
QRS Complexes 5809
Bicriterion Weight ζ 1× 10−4 1× 10−4
Output Vertex Count 195 654 194 510
Compression Ratio 20.44 20.56
Mean Population Size 3296.7 61.8
Reported Bicriterion Cost1 210.0810 210.4589
Global Bicriterion Cost2 132.5600 133.3471
Heuristic Residual Max1 µV 26.5 25.5
Global Residual Max2 µV 25.2 24.9
Heuristic Residual RMS1 µV 5.3172 5.3387
Global Residual RMS2 µV 5.3150 5.3361
1 Timing and values obtained from VIVA
2 Timing obtained from VIVA; values obtained from global least-squares
3.6. Evaluation of Signal Recovery Performance
using Synthesized Data
3.6.1. Monte-Carlo Testing Methodology
Studying how the algorithms behave under noxious conditions is useful as a design exercise,
but for real-world use it is necessary to evaluate their average performance. For this purpose,
and to prevent inadvertently designing inputs to favor a particular algorithm, Monte Carlo sim-
ulation has been conducted on a large dataset of randomly generated signals. Scripts used for
construction of the signals are provided in Appendix A.
For each record in the input dataset, the competing algorithms process the “measured”
signal. The “original” signal parameters and noise are separately known to the test harness, but
not provided to the algorithms. The error vector is then computed as the difference between
the estimated signal recovered using each algorithm and the original signal. The algorithms
are assessed according to the distribution of the originals, characterized by the maximum, 90th
percentile, root-mean-square, and mean absolute value metrics. The values are plotted using a
logarithmic scale in order to clearly show relative differences at all performance levels.
For piecewise linear signals, both value and rate of change are evaluated. All piecewise-linear
results indicated as “VIVA” were obtained using both search truncation heuristics: ordinates
were frozen for all except the last two vertices, and only a single branch was allowed at each
timestep.
In some cases, a second analysis of the error vector is done, excluding intervals around
changepoints, in order to evaluate steady-state error performance.
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3.6.2. Piecewise Constant
The test signals were generated calling gen_piecewise_constant.m (Appendix A.1.1) using
the default settings. There are therefore 10 steps and a total of 10,000 samples, corrupted by
AGWN, σ = 1 obtained using gen_iid_white_noise.m (Appendix A.1.3). A typical signal
developed using this method is shown in Figure 12.
When estimation and denoising are performed as an offline postprocessing step, use of non-
causal global optimization algorithms is viable. Figures 39 and 40 quantify performance of the
globally minimum `0 norm path found using VIVA, as well as regularization using the `1 norm:
total variation minimization, a convex optimization approach to regularization presented by Boyd
and Vandenberghe (2004, p. 308) as seeking sparsity. The complex optimization is performed
using a dual interior-point method implementation by Little and Jones (2010).
VIVA always processes data in order. In offline usage the algorithm runs to completion and
reports results based on the entire data set. In this piecewise-constant case without any optional
features enabled, retrospective application of VIVA becomes identical to the PELT method of
Killick et al. (2012).
The Little and Jones implementation efficiently finds the optimal solution to the `1 norm
regularization problem. Figures 13 and 41 show that bicriterion regularization using the `0 norm
outperforms total variation minimization on all performance metrics, and does so with a simpler
(more sparse) estimate. This is because the `1 norm penalizes step size, biasing the estimate,
and creates sparsity as a synergistic effect. In contrast, `0 norm regularization directly rewards
sparsity.
The maximum absolute vertical error metric is particularly unfair to low sparsity estimators,
because of the step changes in the input signal. An estimate that misses the step timing by
even one sample has a vertical error equal to the entire step in the input signal, despite a low
Mahalanobis distance. Meanwhile, a smoothed estimate tends to cross near the midpoint of the
step, yielding half as much maximum error. The RMS error also emphasizes occasional large
errors.
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Figure 13. Performance of offline estimators evaluated using piecewise con-
stant signal (strongly white noise), N = 240
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Figure 14. Performance in stable regions (transition bands excluded) of offline
estimators evaluated using piecewise constant signal (strongly white noise), N =
240
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Figure 15. Sparsity achieved by pruned exact search compared to total varia-
tion minimization estimators evaluated using piecewise constant signal (strongly
white noise), N = 240
The 90th percentile and mean absolute vertical error plots tell a different story. Yes, the
sparse estimate produced by VIVA may momentarily have a very large error, right near a transi-
tion. But these large errors are very few, and PELT-VIVA estimation error away from transitions
(Figure 14) is far superior to that yielded by other methods.
3.6.3. Piecewise Linear
We return to the comparison of the final estimate made by VIVA with both weighting schemes
after all data are considered, to results obtained using the convex total variance minimization
method. However, while the direct application of total variance minimization to the signal does
mitigate the white noise as seen in Figure 16 as “Total Variation Min on Value”, it produces a
stairstep estimate; this results in an extremely erratic rate estimate (Figure 18).
In order to get a more accurate rate signal, a different approach is taken. The rate signal
is calculated using a discrete derivative and then smoothed using total variation minimization.
This technique is labeled as “Total Variation Min on Rate” in Figures 16 and 18. “TVM first
Value, then Rate” will be discussed in conjunction with burst noise.
As previously seen with the piecewise-constant test signals, the rate estimates generated by
VIVA have maximum error similar to results from `1 norm minimization. But VIVA encounters
these large residual errors only transiently, and as a direct result of slight errors in recovery of
transition timing. Away from transitions, VIVA has a large advantage.
The piecewise-linear VIVA algorithms apply pruning heuristics which sacrifice global opti-
mality for greatly reduced runtime. Residual error levels for “Global Regression” vs “Paired
Segment Fit” show that freezing vertexes two (detected) segments in the past has virtually no
effect on the residual error. However, between “Original Timing” and “AW-VIVA Timing”, some
performance degradation is apparent. Although a factor of 500 increase in maximum error seems
excessive, it should be noted that the “Original Timing” does not always correspond to the min-
imizer of the regularization problem due to the added noise. The 30x increase in RMS error
and 2x increase in 90th percentile error are more descriptive of the actual cost of the aggressive
pruning heuristic.
For clarity, the error plots show only the best instances of each application of total variation
minimization. The sparsity chart (Figure 20) shows all tested parameter values. Recall that the
signals have all been generated with 10 segments.
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Figure 16. Performance of offline estimators evaluated using piecewise linear
signal (strongly white noise), N = 500, analysis of value estimate
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Figure 17. Performance in stable regions (transition bands excluded) of offline
estimators evaluated using piecewise linear signal (strongly white noise), N =
500, analysis of value estimate
These data suggest that for the strongly white (i.i.d.) Gaussian noise case, chained TVM,
performed on value and followed by a derivative and second instance of TVM, is nearly equivalent
to TVM performed directly on the derivative of the input.
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Figure 18. Performance of offline estimators evaluated using piecewise linear
signal (strongly white noise), N = 500, analysis of rate estimate
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Figure 19. Performance in stable regions (transition bands excluded) of offline
estimators evaluated using piecewise constant signal (strongly white noise), N =
500, analysis of rate estimate
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Figure 20. Comparison of Sparsity Achieved by all offline methods with piece-
wise linear signal (strongly white noise), N=500
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CHAPTER 4
Confidence Weighting
In many systems, noise characteristics are not stationary. Radio devices operating in shared
unlicensed spectrum transmit intermittently. Physical vibrations coupled into load cells from
their mounting brackets respond to contact from users. Vehicle-mounted measurement equipment
is subjected to widely varying road conditions and radio paths. Detectors operating under these
conditions often benefit from adaptive noise rejection.
In this chapter, the bicriterion cost function is shown to correspond to stationary Gaussian
noise. A time-varying weight term is introduced to address non-stationary noise, and a weighting
formula is proposed. Monte-Carlo analysis shows that inclusion of the weighting term results in
significantly lower estimation error.
4.1. Measurement Variance
Recall that the choice of integral-square error in the bicriterion cost function (Equation 1.2)
was motivated by negative log-likelihood of i.i.d. Gaussian noise. The Gaussian probability
distribution function is
(4.1)
f(x, µ, σ) =
1
σ
√
2π
e−
(x−µ)2
2σ2 − log f(x, µ, σ)
= log(σ) + log(
√
2π) +
(x− µ)2
2σ2
The second term is a constant; the first is a property of external influences on the mea-
surement process. Therefore the entire likelihood is maximized when the third term of the log
likelihood is minimized.
(4.2) minimize
x′
∑
k
(yk − x′k)2
2σ2
If the noise variance is time-invariant, the denominator may be factored out of the sum and
blended into the bicriterion balance ζ. (This is a case of special interest for Kalman filters as
well, where time-invariant process and measurement noise covariance matrices cause convergence
to a time-invariant Kalman gain.)
Otherwise, the 12 may be factored out but the noise variance should be preserved in a weight-
ing term, serving as a measure of the confidence of the system in any single observation:
(4.3) minimize
x′
∑
k
ck(yk − x′k)2
Even if the noise variance is not specifically known, it may be useful to derive weighting
coefficients from quantitative indicators of noise. For example, load cells are sensitive to mo-
tion, which data from a co-located accelerometer would indicate. Directional communication
systems (radio or optical) might measure ambient power levels received off-axis as an indicator
of background noise.
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4.1.1. Inclusion of Weighting Term in Bicriterion Regularization
The weighting coefficients are easily integrated into the optimization problems 1.7 and 1.8
by allowing the cost function to become the quadratic form of a diagonal matrix:
(4.4)
minimize (x′ − y)T diag(c) (x′ − y) + ζ1Tb′
subject to −x′k + x′k+1 −Mb′k ≤ 0 ∀k
x′k − x′k+1 −Mb′k ≤ 0 ∀k
b′k ∈ { 0, 1 } ∀k
or for continuous piecewise-linear,
(4.5)
minimize (x′ − y)T diag(c) (x′ − y) + ζ1Tb′
subject to (ti − ti+1)x′k−1 + (ti+1 − ti−1)x′k + (ti−1 − ti)x′k+1 −Mb′k ≤ 0 ∀k
(ti+1 − ti)x′k−1 + (ti−1 − ti+1)x′k + (ti − ti−1)x′k+1 −Mb′k ≤ 0 ∀k
b′k ∈ { 0, 1 } ∀k
In practice it is never necessary to form the matrix diag(w). Rather, the system of equations
defining stationary points is rewritten with the weights included, yielding a solution of the same
form as the original system of equations; only the computation of the state variables changes:
(4.6a) Nc(tA, tB) =
∑
i|tA<ti≤tB
ci
(4.6b) Tc(tA, tB) =
∑
i|tA<ti≤tB
ci(ti − tA)
(4.6c) T 2c (tA, tB) =
∑
i|tA<ti≤tB
ci(ti − tA)2
(4.6d) Sc(tA, tB) =
∑
i|tA<ti≤tB
ciyi
(4.6e) S2c (tA, tB) =
∑
i|tA<ti≤tB
ciy
2
i
(4.6f) Rc(tA, tB) =
∑
i|tA<ti≤tB
ci(ti − tA)yi
These remain amenable to recursive computation:
(4.7a) Nc(tA, ti) = Nc(tA, ti−1) + ci
(4.7b) Tc(tA, ti) = Tc(tA, ti−1) + ci(ti − tA)
(4.7c) T 2c (tA, ti) = T
2
c (tA, ti−1) + ci(ti − tA)2
(4.7d) Sc(tA, ti) = Sc(tA, ti−1) + ciyi
(4.7e) S2c (tA, ti) = S
2
c (tA, ti−1) + ciy
2
i
(4.7f) Rc(tA, ti) = Rc(tA, ti−1) + ci(ti − tA)yi
The full derivation is provided in Appendix B.
4.1.2. Automatic Weighting by Variance Estimation
If no independent indicator of noise variance is available, then the observed signal itself may
be the best estimator. One possibility is to use the local variance of the measurement sequence.
For resilience to time-varying noise power, VIVA implements the following weighting formula:
Using a sliding window with support 2s+ 1
(4.8a) c−1k = 1 +
1
2s+ 1
(
k+s∑
i=k−s
y2i
)
−
(
1
2s+ 1
k+s∑
i=k−s
yi
)2
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Although the window variance is influenced by the trend in the true data (for segment models
other than piecewise-constant), if any timing errors exist in the observations, then the window
variance has the desirable effect of counteracting the difference between integral-square residual
error and Mahalanobis distance.
Window variance also increases in the neighborhood of changepoints, where it helps to ac-
commodate parameter changes which are not precisely instantaneous and may occur over several
measurements.
4.2. Burst Noise and Denoising Performance
To simulate conditions where individual interfering symbols have shorter duration that the
sampling interval, but arrive as pulse trains affecting a sequence of measurements, noise is gen-
erated such that samples are individually Gaussian and statistically uncorrelated, but not statis-
tically independent, nor stationary. Each block of 10 samples has
(4.9) w ∼
{
N (0, 1) with probability 95%
N (0, 162) with probability 5%
The result is white noise in the weak sense, exemplified by Figure 21. A script for generating
burst noise is included in Appendix A.1.4.
0 1,000 2,000 3,000 4,000 5,000 6,000 7,000 8,000 9,000 10,000−60
−40
−20
0
20
40
60
Measured Signal
Figure 21. The signal piecewise constant bursty.mat with and without noise
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Figure 22. “Transmitted” Signal
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Figure 23. “Received” Signal corrupted by burst noise
Burst noise is not specifically associated with disjoint signal models. To visualize the effect on
polyline signals, the “transmitted” signal from piecewise_linear.mat is again considered, but
instead of strongly white noise, burst noise has been generated using gen_burst_white_noise.m.
Figures 22 and 23 show the result.
This test represents the most realistic simulation of a load cell signal performed. The
piecewise-linear signal approximates the volume moved by an IV pump, and the burst noise
represents motion of the IV pole following accidental physical contact, while the noise floor in-
cludes the aggregation of many vibration sources, EM radiation picked up in the signal cables,
and thermal noise in the acquisition circuit. Figure 23 shows an example synthesized signal.
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Figure 24. Performance degradation of offline estimators when burst noise is
introduced into piecewise constant signal
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Figure 25. Performance degradation in stable regions (transition bands ex-
cluded) of offline estimators when burst noise is introduced into piecewise con-
stant signal
4.2.1. Unweighted Estimator Performance Degradation due to Burst Noise
The burst noise has nearly 14 times as much the energy as the i.i.d. noise, and the effect of
this increase on estimation of piecewise-constant signals is readily seen in Figure 24.
Figure 26 reveals the reason for lackluster performance of PELT and the uniformly weighted
VIVA estimator – it is tricked into thinking some of the noise bursts represent actual input steps.
Note that bicriterion balance factor ζ was increased to achieve approximately the correct median
sparsity, however the range of sparsity has greatly increased; there is no value of ζ that can
restore correct operation. (Compare to the effect of confidence weighting, Figure 33) Meanwhile
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Figure 26. Burst noise prevents uniformly weighted VIVA from achieving the
correct sparsity pattern for most signals
all configurations of total variation minimization yield increased error commensurate with the
RMS increase in noise.
For piecewise linear signals (Figures 27 through 30), the situation is not much different,
although uniformly weighted VIVA no longer falls into last place overall, the performance of all
estimators has suffered greatly. The range of sparsity (Figure 26) also increased somewhat less for
piecewise linear signals than for piecewise constant. Overall, though, static tuning of denoising
algorithms is ineffective against time-varying interference.
4.2.2. Variance-Based Weighting Provides Robustness to Burst Noise
While burst noise proved extremely challenging for static uniform weighting, adaptive denois-
ing using the Equation 4.8a weighting formula has no trouble at all. The offline estimator results,
Figures 31 and 32, reveal that variance-based weighting achieves the lowest-noise estimate by a
wide margin, a result which will be repeated among the online estimators.
Increasing the variation penalty λ of total variation minimization makes it more tolerant of
noise. However, Figure 33 shows that excessive numbers of changepoints are still being accepted.
Moving to piecewise-linear signals, Figure 34 contains a remarkable result: The final result
from variance auto-weighted VIVA has not only surpassed the other estimates of the value signal
by all error measures, it also outperforms the globally optimal solution to the regularization
problem. This paradox comes about because the minimum mean-square error fit sought by
regularization is not the maximum-likelihood predictor of the original signal under burst noise
conditions.
While the AW-VIVA estimate does not outright beat the rate estimate found by global
least-squares, it still is the best of the practical estimators. Meanwhile the chained application
of TVM generates better rate estimates than single application, but still exhibits average error
an order of magnitude worse than VIVA. `1 trend filtering (Kim et al., 2009) offers significant
improvement over TVM by adding a second-order difference term directly to the convex cost
function, and TVM might also benefit from pairing with a different lowpass pre-filter. However,
in light of the results on piecewise-constant data for which the TVM implementation is designed,
it seems impossible that improved `1 methods should provide an estimate which is simultaneously
accurate and sparse.
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Figure 27. Performance degradation of offline value estimates when burst noise
is introduced into piecewise linear signal
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Figure 28. Performance degradation in stable regions (transition bands ex-
cluded) of offline value estimates when burst noise is introduced into piecewise
linear signal
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Figure 29. Performance degradation of offline rate estimates when burst noise
is introduced into piecewise linear signal
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Figure 30. Performance degradation in stable regions (transition bands ex-
cluded) of offline rate estimates when burst noise is introduced into piecewise
linear signal
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Figure 31. Performance of offline estimators evaluated using piecewise con-
stant signal (burst noise), N = 100
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Figure 32. Performance in stable regions (transition bands excluded) of offline
estimators evaluated using piecewise constant signal (burst noise), N = 100
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Figure 33. Sparsity achieved by offline estimators evaluated using piecewise
constant signal (burst noise), N = 100
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Figure 34. Performance of offline estimators evaluated using piecewise linear
signal (burst noise), N = 500, analysis of value estimate
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Figure 35. Performance in stable regions (transition bands excluded) of offline
estimators evaluated using piecewise linear signal (burst noise), N = 500, analysis
of value estimate
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Figure 36. Performance of offline estimators evaluated using piecewise linear
signal (burst noise), N = 500, analysis of rate estimate
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Figure 37. Performance in stable regions (transition bands excluded) of offline
estimators evaluated using piecewise linear signal (burst noise), N = 500, analysis
of rate estimate
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Figure 38. Comparison of Sparsity Achieved by all offline methods with piece-
wise linear signal (burst noise), N=500
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Figure 39. Performance of offline estimators evaluated using piecewise con-
stant signal (strongly white noise), N = 240
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Figure 40. Performance in stable regions (transition bands excluded) of offline
estimators evaluated using piecewise constant signal (strongly white noise), N =
240
4.2.3. Impact of Variance-Based Weighting on Strictly White Noise
Figures 39 and 41 reveal that for stationary noise, the variance-weighted scheme performs
slightly worse that the uniform scheme, because the main source of variance is step changes in
the original signal. De-emphasizing transition regions increases the likelihood of selecting the
wrong step timing. The effects on online estimation are more pronounced, and will be seen in
subsection 5.3.1.
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Figure 41. Sparsity achieved by offline estimators evaluated using piecewise
constant signal (strongly white noise), N = 240
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Figure 42. Performance of offline estimators evaluated using piecewise linear
signal (strongly white noise), N = 500, analysis of value estimate
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Figure 43. Performance in stable regions (transition bands excluded) of offline
estimators evaluated using piecewise linear signal (strongly white noise), N =
500, analysis of value estimate
The piecewise linear case is modeled (and generated) as a series of connected line segments.
Unlike the piecewise-constant case, this signal is continuous, and has significantly reduced high
frequency content. This is beneficial to the various estimators which perform smoothing, at least
in terms of residual error in the value estimate. Accurate estimation of the rate signal, which
is discontinuous where the segments meet, remains challenging. Rate calculations using nu-
meric differentiation amplify high frequency noise as predicted by the frequency-domain transfer
function of the derivative operator: F
{
d
dty(t)
}
= j2πfY (f).
The signal ’piecewise_linear.mat’, shown in Figure 46, exemplifies this case. It has been
generated using gen_piecewise_linear.m (Appendix A.1.2) and corrupted using i.i.d. white
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Figure 44. Performance of offline estimators evaluated using piecewise linear
signal (strongly white noise), N = 500, analysis of rate estimate
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Figure 45. Performance in stable regions (transition bands excluded) of offline
estimators evaluated using piecewise constant signal (strongly white noise), N =
500, analysis of rate estimate
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Figure 46. The signal piecewise linear.mat with and without noise
Gaussian noise obtained using gen_iid_white_noise.m just as in the piecewise constant case.
Once again the randomly selected parameters used during signal generation are saved for use in
evaluation of various estimates.
Without the high local variance contributed by step changes in the input, variance auto-
weighting is no longer devaluing transition regions, and as a result the auto-weighting scheme is
no longer disadvantaged relative to the uniformly weighted version. Both VIVA variants benefit
from the continuous value signal; without the sudden steps small timing errors no longer equate to
large maximum error levels, at least not in the value estimate (Figure 42). However because step
changes do exist in the rate signal (Figure 44), VIVA is again subject to large errors, although
these are limited to transition regions.
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Figure 47. Signal corrupted by sporadic noise and recovered using inverse-
variance auto-weighting
Figure 48. Sporadic noise and residual error after recovery using inverse-
variance auto-weighting
4.2.4. Spectrum of residual noise
Consider the signal shown in Figure 47, which has been synthesized with “sporadic” noise
(generated using gen_burst_white_noise.m and a burst length of 1). Subtracting out the orig-
inal signal leaves the measurement noise and offline/final residual error following VIVA denoising
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Figure 49. Power spectral density of sporadic noise and residual error
(using variance auto-weighting scheme), shown in Figure 48. The reduction in error magnitude is
immediately evident; less evident is the relative reduction of noise at different frequencies. Figure
49 provides a power spectral density plot to answer that question. With 40 dB or better rejection
at all except the lowest frequencies, the noise reduction rivals that of a high-quality lowpass filter
– and VIVA has not removed high frequency components from the true signal.
Successful application of variance auto-weighting to signals corrupted by sporadic noise also
indicates that the auto-weighting method does not require that the window size for variance
calculation match the burst duration.
4.3. Case Study, Load Cell Monitoring Resuscitation of
Hemorrhagic Shock
The four channel “smart IV pole” system (Sparx Engineering, Manvel, TX) previously de-
scribed has been used for monitoring fluid balance during animal studies at the UTMB Re-
suscitation Research Laboratory. Many experiments study responses of the circulatory system
in injury-induced shock states. Flow rates were simultaneously measured using an electronic
Doppler transit-time flowmeter (Transonic Systems) for comparison and confirmation of results.
Figure 50 shows the IV bag weight data logged by the load cells of the smart IV pole during
one such study which induced hypovolemia shock in a 40 kg swine via controlled hemorrhage,
then resuscitated the subject alternately using Lactated Ringer’s solution and blood. One IV pole
channel was not used during this study. In the other three channels one can see the increasing
weight of the blood storage bags attached to channels 2 and 4 during the controlled hemorrhage
near T = 45min. Later one can see the weight smoothly decreasing as the blood is reinfused, or
when Lactated Ringer’s is infused. Substantial noise is also visible, introduced by such causes as
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Figure 50. Load cell data monitoring pig hemorrhage and resuscitation
replacing depleted bags, moving bags between channels, tension on IV tubing during downstream
manipulation, and accidental physical contact with the bags or pole.
Figure 51 shows the series of connected segments identified by AW-VIVA during denoising.
The effects of artifacts have been dramatically reduced, but the result still reflects physical actions
which change the force on the load cell, such as adding a fresh IV bag, or attaching IV tubing,
as well as actual flows. Several heuristics are then applied to reject unreasonable or insignificant
changes in weight, resulting in the flow rates of Figure 52.
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Figure 51. Piecewise linear estimate obtained to denoise load cell channel 2,
Figure 50
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Figure 52. Flow rates obtained from piecewise linear estimate
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Figure 53. Total flow rate from multiple load cells, comparison to electronic
Doppler flowmeter
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CHAPTER 5
Error and Delay in Online Configurations
5.1. Zero-Delay Evaluation
5.1.1. Uniform Weighting Does Not Inherently Require Delay. Because the VIVA estimator
produces a vector of parameter values for the current segment, the piecewise curve can be eval-
uated at any point in the past, at the present instant, or even used to predict the future (under
the assumption of no intervening changepoints). The latter might be applicable for closed-loop
feedback control in the presence of an unknown but time-invariant actuator delay: changepoint
identification could be used for estimation of the delay, forecasts would be valid because the sys-
tem would know whether a control command has been recently sent, and the future projection
used to make control decisions. (In such a scenario, branching could be confined to occur only
during periods following control actions.)
5.1.2. Zero-Delay misses transitions. Transition regions are difficult for zero-delay estimators
as seen in Figures 54 and 55. Without considering a sufficient amount of signal following the
change, there is no evidence to justify paying the penalty ζ, so the leading path does not reflect
presence of the changepoint. For this reason delay is artificially introduced, so that the effect
of a number of subsequent samples is included in the path cost. While increasing the number
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Figure 54. Excerpt from ’piecewise constant.mat’ and corresponding zero-
delay estimate (Uniformly weighted, ζ = 25)
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Figure 55. Excerpt from ’piecewise linear bursty.mat’ and corresponding
zero-delay estimate (Variance auto-weighted, ζ = 25)
of “future” samples available for estimation is helpful everywhere, the most profound effect is
observed around transitions, where those future samples form the basis for correctly inferring a
transition.
5.2. Changepoint Detection Lag
Two approaches are taken to investigation of detection lag: algebraic and empirical. The
empirical method is preferred with variance auto-weighting is used, because the weights are
difficult to predict.
5.2.1. Solution Stability Condition
Consider again the piecewise constant bicriterion model
(5.1)
minimize
∑
i
(x′i − yi)
2
+ ζ
∑
i
bi
subject to
∣∣x′i+1 − x′i∣∣ ≤ Mb′i ∀i
b′i ∈ { 0, 1 } ∀i
Assume that b′ = b, that is, the binary variables are chosen according to 1.6 using the true
control timing.
Then considering any control time Tk, then the optimization will eliminate that input step
unless (compare Figures 56 and 57)
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Figure 56. Cost function within bk = 0 branch
(5.2a)
∑
i
Tk−1<ti≤Tk+1
ci
(
yTk−1,Tk+1 − yi
)2 ≥ ∑
i
Tk−1<ti≤Tk
ci
(
yTk−1,Tk − yi
)2
+ ζ
+
∑
i
Tk<ti≤Tk+1
ci
(
yTk,Tk+1 − yi
)2
where ytA,tB is the (weighted) block temporal mean
(5.2b) ytA,tB =
( ∑
i
tA<ti≤tB
ci
)−1 ∑
i
tA<ti≤tB
ciyi
But (this is also the formula relating moment of inertia of a planar mass distribution about its
centroid to moment of inertia about another parallel axis)
(5.2c)
∑
i
tA<ti≤tB
(η − y(τ))2 = (tB − tA) (η − ytA,tB )
2
+
∑
i
tA<ti≤tB
(ytA,tB − yi)
2
so that in the uniformly weighted case Equation 5.2a becomes
(5.2d) ζ ≤ (Tk − Tk−1)
(
yTk−1,Tk+1 − yTk−1,Tk
)2
+ (Tk+1 − Tk)
(
yTk−1,Tk+1 − yTk,Tk+1
)2
(5.2e) ζ ≤ (Tk − Tk−1) (Tk+1 − Tk)
Tk+1 − Tk−1
(
yTk−1,Tk − yTk,Tk+1
)2
The fraction is bounded by
1
2
min(Tk − Tk−1, Tk+1 − Tk) ≤
(Tk − Tk−1) (Tk+1 − Tk)
Tk+1 − Tk−1
≤ min(Tk − Tk−1, Tk+1 − Tk)
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Figure 57. Cost function within bk = 1 branch
which suggests that a good choice for ζ is
(5.3) ζideal =
1
2
tthy
2
th
where tth and yth are the desired detection thresholds for time and magnitude, respectively.
5.2.2. Selecting Delay Based on Solution Stability
When designing for online operation, the effective segment duration is limited to the delay
time, and Equation 5.3 should be updated correspondingly:
(5.4) ζideal =
1
2
tdelayy
2
detect
Naturally, if ζ has already been selected, this formula may be solved for the required tdelay
to achieve a desired detection sensitivity ydetect, and the equation can also be used to predict the
sensitivity of a system with fixed ζ and tdelay.
Changes which are more subtle than ydetect may be expected to converge late, and oscil-
lation between paths with and without a detected changepoint may occur. Specifically, noise
amplification may be observed in the interval
(5.5a) t− Tk < tdetect − tdelay
where
(5.5b) tdetect = 2
ζ
(yk − yk−1)2
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5.2.3. Selecting Delay Based on Observed Population Reduction
For models with sloped or curved segments, the analytic expressions become more difficult to
manipulate. When confidence-based weighting is added to the mix, finding an analytic expression
may be infeasible due to unknown noise characteristics. In such cases an empirical approach to
delay selection is desired.
One such empirical approach follows from the insight that the reason for incorrect estimates
following changepoints, and particularly for oscillation, is due to the existence of paths both
with and without detected changepoint in the population of candidate paths. By inspecting the
relationship between population size and time elapsed since change, the time at which paths
which fail to acknowledge the change are removed becomes apparent. From this an appropriate
time delay for online processing may be inferred.
5.3. Online Denoising Performance
5.3.1. Piecewise-constant with additive i.i.d. Gaussian noise
Online denoising of is performed using a variety of filters and the VIVA estimator:
• A 60-sample equally weighted moving average, Hma(z) = 160
∑59
i=0 z
−i
• A single pole IIR filter, (1− .97z−1)Hsp(z) = .03
• A 511-tap sinc FIR lowpass filter, |Hlp(f/Fs)|= u(.005− |f/Fs|)
• A median filter using a window of N = 51 samples
• Estimate of the current sample, using the lowest cost (to-date) path found by VIVA
using uniform weighting and ζ = 25
• Estimate of 15 samples prior, using the lowest cost (to-date) path found by VIVA
In addition, a second regularization formulation using non-uniform weighting is compared,
also optimized using VIVA. The weights are automatically determined from the input signal, and
chosen to be inversely proportional to the local variance (10 samples before and after the current
position) in the noisy measurement signal. This introduces an additional 10 sample latency.
All these signals can be computed in near-realtime, with a system delay varying from 0 lag
for the single pole IIR and current sample uniformly-weighted VIVA, to 25 sample delay for
the variance-weighted 15-step-behind VIVA and median filter, to 255 sample delay for the sinc
lowpass filter.
The resulting signal using each method is plotted in Figure 58.
Clearly the estimate given by VIVA is better in terms of both steady-state residual error and
behavior near step changes, as long as the assumption of large sparse variations in the original
signal is valid. In fact, the uniformly-weighted VIVA estimator with 15 samples of delay is
visually indistinguishable from the original signal.
In addition to visual verification on a case-by-case basis that the results are good, quantitative
performance metrics on a set of 240 randomly synthesized signals are shown in Figures 59 and
60.
Also note that a sharper frequency cutoff for the lowpass filters does not lead to better per-
formance, because the step changes in the original signal are sharp and have wideband frequency
content.
5.3.2. Piecewise-constant with burst Gaussian noise
Figures 62 and 63 show outcomes from the same online estimators as were used with i.i.d.
noise. The lowpass filters turn out nearly the same results as to maximum absolute error, which
is still dominated by smoothing steps in the input signal. However, the filters are letting some
of the increased noise through in the stable regions, which is hardly surprising.
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Figure 58. Denoising piecewise constant.mat using conventional lowpass filters
and VIVA
Just as with post-processing in the presence of burst noise, online runs of the variance-
weighted VIVA method, which in the i.i.d. noise case yielded estimates slightly inferior to its
uniform weighting sibling, now show a huge advantage, delivering an order of magnitude lower
residual error than all competitors, excepting only the maximum absolute error. Its ability to
assign low weights to transient changes have given it effective immunity to the burst noise.
5.3.3. Piecewise-linear with i.i.d. Gaussian noise
Just as for piecewise constant signals, delaying polyline estimation until VIVA has analyzed
a number of future samples, made possible by introducing delay, yields the greatest benefit at
and immediately after transitions. And consistent with retrospective analysis, online denoising of
piecewise linear signals misses fewer steps due to variance weighting than did piecewise constant
estimators. VIVA running online is still subject to large maximum errors in the rate signal
(Figure 66), just as the offline analysis was. The conventional filtering mechanisms do not
particularly benefit from low variance near steps, however. Rejection of high-frequency noise
is opposed by the frequency-proportional response of the derivative, and residual errors exist
throughout (Figure 67), not merely near transitions.
The error bands in both value and rate estimates are also considerably wider than in the
piecewise-constant case, because the randomly chosen signals exhibit a wide range of slopes.
5.3.4. Piecewise-linear with burst white Gaussian noise
Figures 68 and 70 show that the auto-weighting VIVA estimates with 15 and 60 sample
delays lead in every error metric, except for maximum rate error where the sharp-cutoff FIR
filters match their performance. This outcome is really not very surprising, considering that the
various features of VIVA were designed for this type of input.
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Figure 59. Performance of online estimators evaluated using piecewise con-
stant signal (strongly white noise), N = 240
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Figure 60. Performance in stable regions (transition bands excluded) of online
estimators evaluated using piecewise constant signal (strongly white noise), N =
240
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Figure 61. Denoising piecewise constant bursty.mat using conventional low-
pass filters and Variance Auto-Weighted VIVA
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Figure 62. Performance of online estimators evaluated using piecewise con-
stant signal (burst noise), N = 100
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Figure 63. Performance in stable regions (transition bands excluded) of online
estimators evaluated using piecewise constant signal (burst noise), N = 100
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Figure 64. Performance of online estimators evaluated using piecewise linear
signal (i.i.d. white noise), N = 500, analysis of value estimate
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Figure 65. Performance in stable regions (transition bands excluded) of online
estimators evaluated using piecewise linear signal (i.i.d. white noise), N = 500,
analysis of value estimate
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Figure 66. Performance of online estimators evaluated using piecewise linear
signal (i.i.d. white noise), N = 500, analysis of rate estimate
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Figure 67. Performance in stable regions (transition bands excluded) of online
estimators evaluated using piecewise linear signal (i.i.d. white noise), N = 500,
analysis of rate estimate
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Figure 68. Performance of online estimators evaluated using piecewise linear
signal (burst noise), N = 500, analysis of value estimate
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Figure 69. Performance in stable regions (transition bands excluded) of online
estimators evaluated using piecewise linear signal (burst noise), N = 500, analysis
of value estimate
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Figure 70. Performance of online estimators evaluated using piecewise linear
signal (burst noise), N = 500, analysis of rate estimate
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Figure 71. Performance in stable regions (transition bands excluded) of online
estimators evaluated using piecewise linear signal (burst noise), N = 500, analysis
of rate estimate
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CHAPTER 6
Conclusions
6.1. Summary
The objective of this dissertation has been to advance the state of critical care automation
and decision support systems by reducing measurement error and this improving the fidelity
of the control system’s situational awareness of patient status and response dynamics. Specif-
ically, a new approach has been demonstrated for minimal cardinality recovery of two broad
categories of segmented signals: piecewise-separable, embodied in the piecewise constant model,
and piecewise-continuous, embodied by the piecewise linear segments model.
First, these problems were expressed as a mixed-integer program with a quadratic goal func-
tion and linear and binary constraints. A naive solution to such a problem must elaborate all
combinations of the binary variables in exponential time. The VIVA algorithm draws upon
two known techniques for exploring binary sequences: branch-and-bound optimization of mixed-
integer programs and Viterbi decoding of convolutional-coded digital messages. These ideas
are adapted to the step-fitting and trend-fitting problems using a novel pruning constraint. A
guaranteed bound of quadratic time was proven for piecewise-separable problems, but this worst
case only occurs when the optimal solution contains a single segment. Processing time for many
problems scales linearly.
6.2. Impact
The VIVA algorithm may immediately be used in conjunction with load cells to create a
low-cost mechanically robust hospital infusion monitoring system with accuracy that rivals that
of dedicated laboratory flowmeters or dedicated research staff and far higher accuracy with re-
spect to volume, flow rate, event timing, and flow duration than manual notes routinely collected
by nursing personnel. The resulting high quality records would enable research and quality im-
provement initiatives to answer questions about protocol compliance, frequency of flow cessation
due to bag depletion, and response time to alarms. In addition, the fluid records may be paired
with high resolution vital sign recordings for model development and validation work.
Because VIVA directly optimizes for sparse descriptions, it is very useful for lossy compres-
sion. Varying the regularization parameter controls the compression level, trading off the detail
level of the estimate against the increased size of the representation. Piece-wise descriptions are
especially useful for streaming data to mobile devices, not only because the sparse representation
consumes less network bandwidth, but device memory requirements are reduced. If a piece-wise
linear representation is chosen, the vertices of a polyline can be directly rendered by OpenGL ES
hardware-accelerated graphics.
VIVA may also be used as a general-purpose step fitting algorithm, applicable to problems
such as the study of protein assembly dynamics which motivated the precursor algorithms of
Kerssemakers et al. (2006); Little and Jones (2010). Although VIVA has higher computational
requirements than competing offline methods, it performs analysis online in near real-time at no
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additional cost. Even when online analysis is not required, the additional calculation may be
justified by the improved fit or better sparsity.
6.3. Whither?
An obvious application of the VIVA algorithm would be the original intended use – provid-
ing accurate flow rate measurements to the infusion effects monitor in near real-time. Major
remaining steps include parallel analysis of data using flow rate information from both the elec-
tronic Doppler flowmeters and the load cells with variance auto-weighted VIVA rate estimation,
quantifying the effect of residual input measurement errors on the adaptive filters and paramet-
ric fit in blood pressure response models under development, and finding the VIVA parameters
(regularization weight ζ and time delay) that minimize these effects.
In addition, it may be possible to improve the VIVA online estimate by considering multiple
top paths. For example, the variance of estimates made by the top k paths, as well as agreement
between estimates made with different delays, could lead to a measure of confidence in VIVA’s
estimate output, which in turn could be used for weighting fitting error in the downstream model.
Analysis of sensitivity to the regularization parameter can make use of the solution stability
criterion, if one can be found for the piecewise-linear case. Better pruning criteria for piecewise
linear signals could replace the current set of path discard heuristics and improve the runtime-vs-
optimality tradeoff. Analyses could include the frequency and magnitude of error in transition
timing recovery as an additional performance metric. Also, while the additive white Gaussian
noise models are convenient for analysis and often justified by the Central Limit Theorem, in
the particular application to IV bags hanging from load cells, underdamped pendulum action
leads to a natural frequency of oscillation (which changes slowly as the bag empties), and follow-
ing a physical impact, rather than abruptly ceasing as in the burst noise model, the interfering
factors undergo exponential decay. VIVA performance under these noise conditions could be
studied by characterizing the underdamped oscillation and augmenting the white noise model
with pendulum interference.
Finally, optimization of the implementation code could reduce constant factors in running
cost, both time and space. Even though asymptotic complexity is not improved, such tuning may
make the algorithms suitable for embedding into onboard battery-powered electronics of sensors
such as load cells, instead of requiring the resources of a mainstream desktop computer system.
In addition to use as independent confirmation and calibration of fluid infusion rate deliv-
ered from hospital IV pumps, where a piecewise-linear description fits the data well, there are
exciting possibilities for use of VIVA’s underlying concepts with data fitting other descriptions.
Polynomial segments may be straightforwardly fit as described in Kim et al. (2009) by making
the obvious substitution of the `0 norm in place of `1. Perhaps the conjoined segments individ-
ually are not affine but described by decaying exponentials, as is the case with infusion rates
delivered via gravity flow or pressure bag, since in both cases the driving pressure decays as the
bag empties.
A very powerful technique could be developed through combining VIVA and adaptive filtering
to address unknown changes in system dynamics, by mapping the recovered binary sequence onto
model selection. For example, in a Kalman filter, whether process noise has low or high variance
can be expressed as a binary variable. In orthogonal least-squares filtering, the binary variable
can control covariance resetting. More generally, the binary variable shifts the estimator between
two modes: target-seeking and target-tracking, and VIVA provides a mechanism for “regaining
target lock” by repeating the seeking action when the output error justifies it, while using a
penalty weight to remain in tracking mode as long as tracking continues giving good results.
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APPENDIX A
Selected Matlab and C# Functions
A limited number of functions which may aid in understanding of the text are included here.
For electronic distributions of source code and complete input datasets, by means of which the
interested reader may reproduce all results, please refer to the companion website:
http://www.sparxeng.com/viva/
A.1. Synthesis of test data for Monte Carlo analysis
Monte Carlo analysis is used for characterization of denoising performance throughout, be-
ginning in section 3.6.1. Datasets of “source” signals: step sequences (piecewise constant) and
polylines (piecewise linear) were synthesized using the below scripts. For each source signal, the
randomly chosen generator parameters were saved. Then each signal was uniformly sampled and
Gaussian noise was generated and combined additively to form a “measured” signal.
A dataset was formed for each combination of source signal model (step or polyline) and
noise model (“uniform” strongly white or “burst” weakly white), as follows:
Table A.1. Size of Monte Carlo datasets
Source Model Segment Count Sample Count Number of Signals
(Uniform Noise) (Burst Noise)
Step 10 10 000 240 100
Polyline 10 20 000 500 500
Where multiple analyses were performed using the same signal model (for example, online,
delay, and retrospective), the same dataset was consistently used, allowing direct comparison of
residual noise results.
A.1.1. gen piecewise constant.m
Listing A.1 produces test vectors which are total length N having k piecewise constant seg-
ments, each segment having minimum duration 100 samples.
All parameters are optional, if omitted or an empty matrix [] is supplied, the default values
will be used as follows:
• Default k = 10 segments
• Default N = 10000 total samples
To achieve the minimum duration of 100 samples per segment, it is necessary that N ≥ 100k.
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Listing A.1. Generation of Piecewise Constant Signal
1 function [y, mu, changet] = gen_piecewise_constant(k, N)
26 if nargin < 2
27 N = 10000;
28 end
29 if nargin < 1
30 k = 10;
31 end
32
33 changet = (N - k*100) * rand(k-1,1);
34 changet = (1:k-1)'*100 + floor(sort(changet));
35 changet = [0; changet; N];
36 mu = -10 + 20 * rand(k,1);
37 y = zeros(N,1);
38 for i = 1:k
39 [y(changet(i)+1:changet(i+1))] = mu(i);
40 end
41 end
A.1.2. gen piecewise linear.m
Listing A.2 produces a test vector with k connected linear segments, each having duration
not less than 100 samples, and a total length of N samples.
All parameters are optional, if omitted or an empty matrix [] is supplied, the default values
will be used as follows:
• Default k = 10 segments
• Default N = 10000 total samples
To achieve the minimum duration of 100 samples per segment, it is necessary that N ≥ 100k.
Listing A.2. Generation of Piecewise Linear Signal
1 function [y, b, changet] = gen_piecewise_linear(k, N)
25 if nargin < 2
26 N = 10000;
27 end
28 if nargin < 1 || isempty(k)
29 k = 10;
30 end
31
32 changet = (N - k*100) * rand(k-1,1);
33 changet = (1:k-1)'*100 + floor(sort(changet));
34 changet = [0; changet; N];
35 b = -50 + 100 * rand(k+1,1);
36 y = interp1q(changet, b, [.5:N]');
37 end
A.1.3. gen iid white noise.m
Listing A.3 generates a random vector of independent identically distributed (i.i.d.) white
Gaussian noise.
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The noise signal w will be generated with a length of N samples. The noise samples share a
Gaussian distribution with zero mean and standard deviation sigma.
All parameters are optional, if omitted or an empty matrix [] is supplied, the default values
will be used as follows:
• Default N = 10000
• Default sigma = 1
Listing A.3. Generation of i.i.d. Gaussian White Noise Signal
1 function [w] = gen_iid_white_noise(N, sigma)
15
16 if nargin < 1 || isempty(N)
17 N = 10000;
18 end
19 if nargin < 2
20 sigma = 1;
21 end
22
23 w = sigma * randn(N,1);
A.1.4. gen burst white noise.m
Listing A.4 generates a random vector of weakly white Gaussian burst noise.
The noise signal w will be generated with a length of N samples. The noise samples are indi-
vidually zero mean Gaussian distributed. The standard deviation is controlled by sigma(1:2).
The samples are grouped into bursts of r adjacent samples, which share the same standard
deviation according to:
(A.1) σ =
{
sigma(1) with probability p
sigma(2) with probability (1− p)
All parameters are optional, if omitted or an empty matrix [] is supplied, the default values
will be used as follows:
• Default N = 10000 total samples
• Default r = 10 samples per burst
• Default p = 0.95 chance of using sigma(1)
• Default sigma =
[
1 16
]
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Listing A.4. Generation of Gaussian Burst Noise Signal (Weakly White)
1 function [w] = gen_burst_white_noise(N, r, p, sigma)
28 if nargin < 1 || isempty(N)
29 N = 10000;
30 end
31 if nargin < 2 || isempty(r)
32 r = 10;
33 end
34 if nargin < 3 || isempty(p)
35 p = .95;
36 end
37 if nargin < 4
38 sigma = [1 16];
39 end
40
41 prbs = repmat(rand(1,ceil(N/r)) > p, [r 1]);
42 prbs = prbs(1:N)';
43
44 w = sigma(1+prbs) .* randn(N,1);
45 end
A.2. Optimality Testing
A.2.1. Connected Piecewise-Linear Regression (Polyline fitting)
Although combinatorial methods for changepoint pursuit do not scale well, for small problems
they remain tractable and can be used to evaluate the magnitude of error introduced by search
truncation heuristics. Listing A.5 implements such a method.
Listing A.5. Exact Search for Best-Fit Polyline
1 function [bestcost, bestx, besty, complexity] =
exhaustive_polyline_fit_branch_and_bound(y, N, givenx)
23 bestcost = inf;
24 bestx = [];
25 besty = [];
26
27 complexity = 0;
28
29 if nargin < 3
30 givenx = 1;
31 end;
32
33 x = zeros(N+1,1);
34 x(1) = 1;
35 x(end) = numel(y);
36
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37 S = zeros(1,N);
38 R = S;
39 n = S;
40
41 lhs = zeros(N+1, N+1);
42 lhs(1,1) = 1;
43
44 recurse(0);
45
46 % Recursion is used to achieve the N-1 nested for loops
47 % Depth-first traversal also allows reuse of partial sums
48 function recurse(ii)
49 if ii > 0
50 trange = x(ii)+(ii>1):x(ii+1);
51 yrange = y(trange);
52 complexity = complexity + numel(yrange);
53 n(ii) = x(ii+1) - x(ii);
54 S(ii) = sum(yrange);
55 R(ii) = (trange - x(ii)) * yrange / n(ii);
56 a11 = (n(ii)-1)*(2*n(ii)-1);
57 a12 = (n(ii)-1)*(n(ii)+1);
58 a22 = (n(ii)+1)*(2*n(ii)+1);
59 A = [ a11, a12; a12, a22 ]/6/n(ii);
60 lhs(ii:ii+1,ii:ii+1) = lhs(ii:ii+1,ii:ii+1) + A;
61
62 b = lhs(1:ii+1,1:ii+1) \ ([S(1:ii)' - R(1:ii)'; 0] + [0; R(1:ii)']);
63
64 yest = interp1q(x(1:ii+1), b, (x(1):x(ii+1))');
65 prefix_cost = norm(y(x(1):x(ii+1)) - yest,2);
66
67 if prefix_cost > bestcost
68 return;
69 end
70
71 if ii == N
72 bestcost = prefix_cost;
73 bestx = x;
74 besty = b;
75 return;
76 end
77 end
78
79 if ii == N-1
80 recurse(N);
81 elseif ii+2 <= numel(givenx)
82 % allows evaluation using predetermined changepoints instead of
83 % performing search
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84 x(ii+2) = givenx(ii+2);
85 recurse(ii+1);
86 else
87 lhsbefore = lhs;
88 for jj = x(ii+1):x(end)-N+ii
89 x(ii+2) = jj+1;
90 recurse(ii+1);
91 lhs = lhsbefore;
92 end
93 end
94 end
95 end
A.3. VIVA Implementation
A.3.1. Piecewise-Constant State Update and Branch
Listing A.6. Piecewise-Constant State Update and Branch
1 using System;
2
3 namespace viva.PiecewiseConstant
4 {
5 using Coordinate = System.Collections.Generic.KeyValuePair<uint, double>;
6
7 public class AperiodicState : IAperiodicState<AperiodicState>
8 {
9 uint j;
10 double n;
11 double t;
12 double S;
13 double S2;
14 double prior_residual, total_residual;
15 double max_deficit;
16 ImmutableList<Coordinate> hist;
17
18 public AperiodicState()
19 {
20 }
21
22 public void Init(SampleData s0)
23 {
24 n = s0.weight;
25 t = s0.t;
26 S = s0.weightedValue;
27 S2 = s0.weightedSquared;
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28 /* these are all the default state
29 prior_residual = 0.0;
30 hist = null;
31 max_deficit = 0.0;
32 * */
33 }
34
35 public AperiodicState(SolverTags.StepTypeContinue unused,
36 AperiodicState state, SampleData sk)
37 {
38 j = state.j;
39 t = state.t;
40 n = state.n + sk.weight;
41 S = state.S + sk.weightedValue;
42 S2 = state.S2 + sk.weightedSquared;
43
44 prior_residual = state.prior_residual;
45 max_deficit = state.max_deficit;
46
47 hist = state.hist;
48
49 total_residual = prior_residual + S2 - S * S / n;
50 }
51
52 public AperiodicState Continue(SampleData sk)
53 {
54 return new AperiodicState(SolverTags.Continue, this, sk);
55 }
56
57 public AperiodicState(SolverTags.StepTypeBranch unused,
58 AperiodicState state,
59 uint k, double tk, double branch_cost)
60 {
61 j = k;
62 t = tk;
63 n = 0;
64 S = 0.0;
65 S2 = 0.0;
66
67 prior_residual = state.total_residual + branch_cost;
68 total_residual = prior_residual;
69 max_deficit = state.max_deficit;
70
71 hist = new Coordinate(state.j, state.S / state.n).Cons(state.hist);
72 }
73
74 public AperiodicState Branch(uint k, double tk, double branch_cost)
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75 {
76 return
77 new AperiodicState(SolverTags.Branch, this, k, tk, branch_cost);
78 }
79
80 public Func<AperiodicState, bool> Dominates(double branch_cost)
81 {
82 return delegate (AperiodicState candidate)
83 {
84 return candidate.TotalResidual
85 >= this.TotalResidual + branch_cost;
86 };
87 }
88
89 public Func<AperiodicState, bool> DominatesIfBranch(double branch_cost)
90 {
91 return delegate (AperiodicState candidate)
92 {
93 return candidate.TotalResidual > this.TotalResidual;
94 };
95 }
96
97 public void MarkDeficit(double best_residual)
98 {
99 if (total_residual > best_residual + max_deficit)
100 max_deficit = total_residual - best_residual;
101 }
102 public double MaxDeficit { get { return max_deficit; } }
103
104 public uint PathLength { get { if (hist == null) return 0;
105 return hist.Length + 1; } }
106
107 public double TotalResidual{ get { return total_residual; } }
108 public uint SegmentEdge { get { return j; } }
109 public Coordinate[] Path(uint k, double tk)
110 {
111 return new Coordinate(j, S/n).Cons(hist).ToArray();
112 }
113
114 public double[] Estimate(double t)
115 {
116 if (t > this.t && n > 0)
117 return new[] { S / n };
118
119 for( var segment = hist; segment != null; segment = segment.pred ) {
120 if (t > segment.Value.Key)
121 return new[] { segment.Value.Value };
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122 }
123
124 return new [] { double.NaN };
125 }
126 }
127 }
A.3.2. Piecewise-Linear State Update and Branch
Listing A.7. Piecewise-Linear State Update and Branch
1 using System;
2
3 namespace viva.PiecewiseLinear
4 {
5 using Coordinate = System.Collections.Generic.KeyValuePair<uint, double>;
6
7 public class AperiodicState : IAperiodicState<AperiodicState>
8 {
9 internal struct Summary
10 {
11 public int histID;
12 public uint j2;
13 public float chi2, nu;
14 }
15
16 uint j1, j2;
17 double n12, n23;
18 double t1, t2;
19 double T_12, T_23;
20 double T2_12, T2_23;
21 double S_12, S_23;
22 double S2_12, S2_23;
23 double R_12, R_23;
24 double prior_residual, total_residual;
25 double chi1, chi2, nu;
26 double max_deficit;
27 bool would_prune;
28 ImmutableList<Coordinate> hist;
29
30 public AperiodicState()
31 {
32 }
33
34 public void Init(SampleData s0)
35 {
36 j1 = j2 = s0.k;
37 n23 = s0.weight;
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38 t1 = t2 = s0.t;
39 S_23 = s0.weightedValue;
40 S2_23 = s0.weightedSquared;
41 /* these are all the default state
42 n12 = 0.0;
43 T_12 = T_23 = 0.0;
44 T2_12 = T2_23 = 0.0;
45 S_12 = 0.0;
46 S2_12 = 0.0;
47 R_12 = R_23 = 0.0;
48 chi1 = 0.0;
49 prior_residual = 0.0;
50 hist = null;
51 chi2 = nu = 0.0;
52 max_deficit = 0.0;
53 would_prune = false;
54 * */
55 }
56
57 public AperiodicState(SolverTags.StepTypeContinue unused,
58 AperiodicState state, SampleData sk)
59 {
60 j1 = state.j1;
61 j2 = state.j2;
62 t1 = state.t1;
63 t2 = state.t2;
64 double t23 = sk.t - t2;
65 double t13 = sk.t - t1;
66 n12 = state.n12;
67 n23 = state.n23 + sk.weight;
68 T_12 = state.T_12;
69 T_23 = state.T_23 + t23 * sk.weight;
70 T2_12 = state.T2_12;
71 T2_23 = state.T2_23 + t23 * t23 * sk.weight;
72 S_12 = state.S_12;
73 S_23 = state.S_23 + sk.weightedValue;
74 S2_12 = state.S2_12;
75 S2_23 = state.S2_23 + sk.weightedSquared;
76 R_12 = state.R_12;
77 R_23 = state.R_23 + t23 * sk.weightedValue;
78
79 chi1 = state.chi1;
80 prior_residual = state.prior_residual;
81 max_deficit = state.max_deficit;
82 would_prune = state.would_prune;
83
84 hist = state.hist;
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85
86 SolveHelper();
87 }
88
89 public AperiodicState Continue(SampleData sk)
90 {
91 return new AperiodicState(SolverTags.Continue, this, sk);
92 }
93
94 private void SolveHelper()
95 {
96 double t12 = t2 - t1;
97 double terma = 0.0;
98 if (n12 > 0)
99 terma += T2_12 / t12 / t12;
100 double a11 = terma + n23;
101 double a12 = T_23;
102 double a22 = T2_23;
103
104 double b1 = chi1 * terma + S_23;
105 if (n12 > 0)
106 {
107 b1 -= chi1 * T_12 / t12;
108 b1 += R_12 / t12;
109 }
110 double b2 = R_23;
111
112 double det = (a11 * a22 - a12 * a12);
113 if (Math.Abs(det) > 1e-15)
114 {
115 double idet = 1.0 / det;
116 chi2 = (a22 * b1 - a12 * b2) * idet;
117 nu = (a11 * b2 - a12 * b1) * idet;
118 }
119 else
120 {
121 chi2 = S_23 / n23;
122 nu = 0;
123 }
124
125 double residual_term12 = Residual12();
126 double residual_term23 = Residual23();
127 // these terms can't be negative, but
128 // sometimes due to rounding error the computations are
129 total_residual = prior_residual + Math.Max(0, residual_term12)
130 + Math.Max(0, residual_term23);
131 }
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132
133 private double Residual12()
134 {
135 if (n12 <= 0)
136 return 0.0;
137
138 double termb = (chi2 - chi1) / (t2 - t1);
139 return S2_12
140 - 2 * chi1 * S_12
141 + chi1 * chi1 * n12
142 + 2 * chi1 * termb * T_12
143 + termb * termb * T2_12
144 - 2 * termb * R_12;
145 }
146
147 private double Residual23()
148 {
149 double result = S2_23 - 2 * chi2 * S_23
150 + chi2 * chi2 * n23 - nu * nu * T2_23;
151 return Math.Max(0, result);
152 }
153
154 public AperiodicState(SolverTags.StepTypeBranch unused,
155 AperiodicState state,
156 uint k, double tk, double branch_cost)
157 {
158 j1 = state.j2;
159 j2 = k;
160 t1 = state.t2;
161 t2 = tk;
162 n12 = state.n23;
163 n23 = 0;
164 T_12 = state.T_23;
165 T_23 = 0.0;
166 T2_12 = state.T2_23;
167 T_23 = 0.0;
168 S_12 = state.S_23;
169 S_23 = 0.0;
170 S2_12 = state.S2_23;
171 S2_23 = 0.0;
172 R_12 = state.R_23;
173 R_23 = 0.0;
174 chi1 = state.chi2;
175 chi2 = state.chi2 + state.nu * (t2 - t1);
176
177 prior_residual = state.prior_residual + branch_cost
178 + Math.Max(0,state.Residual12());
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179 total_residual = state.total_residual + branch_cost;
180 max_deficit = state.max_deficit;
181 would_prune = state.would_prune;
182
183 hist = new Coordinate(j1, chi1).Cons(state.hist);
184 }
185
186 public AperiodicState Branch(uint k, double t, double branch_cost)
187 {
188 return
189 new AperiodicState(SolverTags.Branch, this, k, t, branch_cost);
190 }
191
192 public Func<AperiodicState, bool> Dominates(double branch_cost)
193 {
194 if (would_prune) Program.ReportFalsePrune();
195 return delegate (AperiodicState candidate)
196 {
197 if (candidate.TotalResidual >= this.TotalResidual + 2 * branch_cost)
198 return true;
199 return false;
200 };
201 }
202 public Func<AperiodicState, bool> DominatesIfBranch(double branch_cost)
203 {
204 return delegate(AperiodicState candidate)
205 {
206 if (candidate.TotalResidual >
207 this.TotalResidual + branch_cost) return true;
208 return false;
209 };
210 }
211
212 public void MarkDeficit(double best_residual)
213 {
214 if (total_residual > best_residual + max_deficit)
215 max_deficit = total_residual - best_residual;
216 }
217 public double MaxDeficit { get { return max_deficit; } }
218
219 public uint PathLength { get { if (hist == null) return 0;
220 return hist.Length + 2; } }
221
222 public double TotalResidual { get { return total_residual; } }
223 public uint SegmentEdge { get { return j2; } }
224 public Coordinate[] Path(uint k, double tk)
225 {
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226 if (would_prune) Program.ReportFalsePruneOptimum();
227 return new Coordinate(k, chi2 + nu * (tk - t2))
228 .Cons(new Coordinate(j2, chi2)
229 .Cons(hist)).ToArray();
230 }
231
232 internal void MarkPotentialPrune()
233 {
234 would_prune = true;
235 }
236
237 public double[] Estimate(double t)
238 {
239 if (t > t2)
240 return new[] { chi2 + nu * (t - t2), nu };
241
242 double chileft = chi1;
243 double chiright = chi2;
244 double tleft = t1;
245 double tright = t2;
246 var segment = hist;
247 while (true) {
248 double slope = (chiright - chileft) / (tright - tleft);
249 if (t > tleft)
250 return new [] { chileft + slope * (t - tleft), slope };
251
252 if (segment == null)
253 return new[] { double.NaN, double.NaN };
254
255 chiright = chileft;
256 tright = tleft;
257 chileft = segment.Value.Value;
258 tleft = segment.Value.Key;
259 segment = segment.pred;
260 }
261 }
262
263 internal ImmutableList<Coordinate> GetResults(ref Summary s)
264 {
265 s.j2 = j2;
266 s.chi2 = (float)chi2;
267 s.nu = (float)nu;
268 return hist;
269 }
270 }
271 }
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A.3.3. Pruned Depth-First Search
Listing A.8. Pruned Depth-First Search
1 using System;
2 using System.Collections.Generic;
3 using System.Linq;
4
5 using System.Threading.Tasks;
6
7 namespace viva
8 {
9 using CancellationToken = System.Threading.CancellationToken;
10
11 static class ExtensionMethods
12 {
13 public static T Minimizer<T>(this IEnumerable<T> seq,
14 Func<T, double> selector)
15 {
16 var best = seq.First();
17 var best_value = selector(best);
18
19 foreach (T other in seq.Skip(1))
20 {
21 var other_value = selector(other);
22 if (other_value < best_value)
23 {
24 best_value = other_value;
25 best = other;
26 }
27 }
28
29 return best;
30 }
31 }
32
33 public class Solvers
34 {
35 public double StepPenalty = 25.0;
36 public int StepInterval = 1;
37 public IOnlineEstimatesSink online;
38 public uint[] track;
39
40 public enum Branching
41 {
42 PruneOnly,
43 MaximumOneBranch,
44 OneBranchPerPivot
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45 }
46
47 public Branching BranchingPolicy = Branching.MaximumOneBranch;
48
49 public enum Weighting
50 {
51 Uniform,
52 Autocorrelation,
53 }
54
55 public Weighting WeightingPolicy = Weighting.Uniform;
56
57 public int TimeoutMilliseconds = 100000;
58
59 protected async Task<KeyValuePair<uint, double>[]> Iteration<tState>(
60 Action<SolverProgressEventArgs<tState>> cb,
61 Func<SampleData, Task<bool>> sampler)
62 where tState : class, IAperiodicState<tState>, new()
63 {
64 var pop = new List<tState>();
65 tState tracking = new tState();
66 SampleData sample = new SampleData();
67 await sampler(sample);
68 tracking.Init(sample);
69 pop.Add(tracking);
70 int iTrack = 1;
71 int rankTrack = 0;
72
73 int largestPopulation = 1;
74
75 var best = tracking;
76 if (online != null)
77 foreach (float tdelay in online.Delays) {
78 online.AppendEstimates(best.Estimate(sample.t - tdelay));
79 }
80
81 var elapsed = new System.Diagnostics.Stopwatch();
82 while (await sampler(sample))
83 {
84 elapsed.Restart();
85 var next_pop = new List<tState>();
86 next_pop.Capacity = pop.Count + 1;
87
88 var step_best = best.Continue(sample);
89 var best_residual = step_best.TotalResidual;
90 var tracking_residual = 0.0;
91 tState nextTracking = null;
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92
93 tState c;
94 var filter_all = step_best.Dominates(StepPenalty);
95 foreach (var item in pop) {
96 if (filter_all(item)) continue;
97 c = item.Continue(sample);
98 if (filter_all(c)) continue;
99 next_pop.Add(c);
100 c.MarkDeficit(best_residual);
101
102 if (ReferenceEquals(item, tracking)) nextTracking = c;
103 }
104 best = next_pop.Minimizer(a => a.TotalResidual);
105 if ((sample.k + 1) % StepInterval == 0)
106 {
107 switch (BranchingPolicy) {
108 case Branching.MaximumOneBranch: {
109 next_pop.Add(c = best.Branch(sample.k,
110 sample.t,
111 StepPenalty));
112 c.MarkDeficit(best_residual);
113
114 if (track != null && sample.k == track[iTrack]) {
115 nextTracking = c;
116 iTrack++;
117 }
118 }
119 break;
120 case Branching.OneBranchPerPivot: {
121 int[] best_by_changepoint = new int[sample.k + 1];
122 int[] loc_by_changepoint = new int[sample.k + 1];
123 var continue_pop = next_pop;
124 next_pop = new List<tState>();
125 next_pop.Capacity = continue_pop.Count * 2;
126 var filter_branches = best.DominatesIfBranch(StepPenalty);
127 int continue_index = 0;
128 foreach (var item in continue_pop) {
129 if (elapsed.ElapsedMilliseconds > TimeoutMilliseconds)
130 throw new TimeoutException();
131 ++continue_index;
132 next_pop.Add(item);
133 if (filter_branches(item)) continue;
134
135 int existing = best_by_changepoint[item.SegmentEdge];
136 if (existing != 0) {
137 if (continue_pop[existing - 1].TotalResidual
138 < item.TotalResidual)
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139 continue;
140 }
141 c = item.Branch(sample.k, sample.t, StepPenalty);
142 if (existing != 0) {
143 next_pop[loc_by_changepoint[item.SegmentEdge]] = c;
144 }
145 else {
146 loc_by_changepoint[item.SegmentEdge] = next_pop.
Count;
147 next_pop.Add(c);
148 }
149 best_by_changepoint[item.SegmentEdge] = continue_index;
150 }
151 }
152 break;
153 case Branching.PruneOnly: {
154 var continue_pop = next_pop;
155 next_pop = new List<tState>();
156 next_pop.Capacity = continue_pop.Count * 2;
157 var filter_branches = best.DominatesIfBranch(StepPenalty);
158 foreach (var item in continue_pop) {
159 if (elapsed.ElapsedMilliseconds > TimeoutMilliseconds)
160 throw new TimeoutException();
161 next_pop.Add(item);
162 if (filter_branches(item)) continue;
163 c = item.Branch(sample.k, sample.t, StepPenalty);
164 next_pop.Add(c);
165 }
166 }
167 break;
168 }
169 }
170
171 pop = next_pop;
172 if (pop.Count > largestPopulation)
173 largestPopulation = pop.Count;
174
175 if (online != null)
176 foreach( float tdelay in online.Delays )
177 {
178 online.AppendEstimates(best.Estimate(sample.t - tdelay));
179 }
180
181 tracking = nextTracking;
182 if (track != null && tracking != null) {
183 tracking_residual = tracking.TotalResidual;
184 rankTrack = pop.Count(item =>
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185 item.TotalResidual < tracking_residual);
186 }
187
188 if (cb != null)
189 cb(new SolverProgressEventArgs<tState> {
190 Leader = best,
191 Step = sample.k,
192 Time = sample.t,
193 PopulationSize = pop.Count,
194 PruningStandard = best_residual,
195 Tracked = tracking,
196 TrackedRank = rankTrack,
197 TrackedResidual = tracking_residual,
198 PathLength = best.PathLength
199 });
200 }
201
202 System.Diagnostics.Trace.WriteLine(
203 "final cost = " + best.TotalResidual.ToString());
204 System.Diagnostics.Trace.WriteLine(
205 "max deficit = " + best.MaxDeficit.ToString());
206 System.Diagnostics.Trace.WriteLine(
207 "largest candidate population = " + largestPopulation.ToString());
208 return best.Path(sample.k, sample.t);
209 }
210 }
211
212 public class ArraySolvers : Solvers
213 {
214 public ArraySegment<float> y, t;
215 public CancellationToken cancel;
216
217 private Func<SampleData, Task<bool>> BuildSampler()
218 {
219 CancellationToken cancel = this.cancel;
220 switch (WeightingPolicy) {
221 case Weighting.Uniform: {
222 uint k = 0;
223 return async delegate(SampleData result)
224 {
225 cancel.ThrowIfCancellationRequested();
226
227 if (k >= y.Count) return false;
228 var t_k = t.Array[t.Offset + k];
229 var y_k = y.Array[y.Offset + k];
230 result.k = k++;
231 result.t = t_k;
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232 result.y = y_k;
233 result.weight = 1.0;
234 result.weightedValue = y_k;
235 result.weightedSquared = y_k * y_k;
236 return true;
237 };
238 }
239
240 case Weighting.Autocorrelation: {
241 uint k = 0;
242
243 int support = 10;
244 int effective_support = 0;
245 double isupp = 1.0;
246
247 double sum = 0, energy = 0;
248 int j = 0;
249 for (; j < support; ++j) {
250 var y_j = y.Array[y.Offset + j];
251 sum += y_j;
252 energy += y_j * y_j;
253 effective_support++;
254 }
255
256 return async delegate(SampleData result)
257 {
258 cancel.ThrowIfCancellationRequested();
259
260 if (k >= y.Count) return false;
261
262 if (k < support) {
263 effective_support++;
264 isupp = 1.0 / effective_support;
265 }
266 else {
267 var y_jout = y.Array[y.Offset + k - support];
268 sum -= y_jout;
269 energy -= y_jout * y_jout;
270 }
271 if (k >= y.Count - support) {
272 effective_support--;
273 isupp = 1.0 / effective_support;
274 }
275 else {
276 var y_jin = y.Array[y.Offset + k + support];
277 sum += y_jin;
278 energy += y_jin * y_jin;
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279 }
280 var local_var = (energy - sum * sum * isupp) * isupp;
281 var confidence = 1.0 / (1.0 + local_var);
282
283 var y_k = y.Array[y.Offset + k];
284 var t_k = t.Array[t.Offset + k];
285
286 result.k = k++;
287 result.t = t_k;
288 result.y = y_k;
289 result.weight = confidence;
290 result.weightedValue = y_k * confidence;
291 result.weightedSquared = y_k * y_k * confidence;
292 return true;
293 };
294 }
295 default:
296 throw new InvalidOperationException("Invalid WeightingPolicy");
297 }
298 }
299
300 public KeyValuePair<uint, double>[] OptimizeAperiodic<tState>(
301 Action<SolverProgressEventArgs<tState>> cb)
302 where tState : class, IAperiodicState<tState>, new()
303 {
304 return Iteration(cb, BuildSampler()).Result;
305 }
306
307 public KeyValuePair<uint, double>[] OptimizeAperiodic<tState>()
308 where tState : class, IAperiodicState<tState>, new()
309 {
310 return OptimizeAperiodic<tState>(delegate { });
311 }
312 }
313 }
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APPENDIX B
Solutions to Least-Squares Subproblems
As VIVA performs basis set pursuit via pruned breadth-first search, computing the cost of
each candidate path requires solving a least-squares optimization problem with fixed timing.
Derivations for the least-squares solution and associated integral-square residual error are
given for each of the subproblems encountered. These least-squares optimization algorithms can
also be used when the changepoint timings are provided by another method, such as brute-force
search, convex `1 estimation, or from the “transmitter” of a synthesized signal used in Monte
Carlo simulation.
Additional notes and derivations covering startup, continuous-time, and alternate model
formulations (change-of-variables) may be obtained at the companion website:
http://www.sparxeng.com/viva/
B.1. Minimum-Residual Constant Segment Estimate
The most complex case is that of arbitrary timing and weights. The general result may be
adapted to the simpler models, for example by setting wi = 1.0 everywhere to achieve uniform
weighting, or tn = nTs to achieve periodic sampling without erasure.
The system is a piecewise-constant signal corrupted by additive white Gaussian noise during
measurement. Due to separability of the disjoint curve, it is sufficient to consider a single segment
of the signal, having constant value Xk and bounded in time.
(B.1a) x(t) = Xk ∀Tk ≤ t < Tk+1
(B.1b) y(t) = x(t) + w(t)
(B.1c) w ∼ N (0, σ2)
B.1.1. Least-Squares Solution
The general integral-square residual cost function for an estimator χ of the original signal
Xk is given by
(B.2a)
εk(χ) =
∑
i
Tk<ti≤Tk+1
wi (x(ti)− yi)2
=
∑
i
Tk<ti≤Tk+1
wi (χ− yi)2
This quadratic function is convex, therefore there is a unique critical point, the minimizer
χ̃k.
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(B.3a)
d
dχ
εk(χ)
∣∣∣∣
χ=χ̃k
= 0
(B.3b)
∑
i
Tk<ti≤Tk+1
d
dχ
wi (χ− yi)2
∣∣∣∣
χ=χ̃k
= 0
(B.3c) 2
∑
i
Tk<ti≤Tk+1
wi (χ̃k − yi) = 0
(B.3d)
∑
i
Tk<ti≤Tk+1
wiχ̃k −
∑
i
Tk<ti≤Tk+1
wiyi = 0
(B.3e) χ̃k
∑
i
Tk<ti≤Tk+1
wi =
∑
i
Tk<ti≤Tk+1
wiyi
(B.3f) χ̃k =
∑
i
Tk<ti≤Tk+1
wiyi
∑
i
Tk<ti≤Tk+1
wi
Writing this in terms of state variables (iterative update being described in ), a simple
expression is obtained:
(B.4a) χ̃k =
Sw(Tk, Tk+1)
Nw(Tk, Tk+1)
where
(B.4b) Nc(Ta, Tb) =
∑
i
Ta<ti≤Tb
ci
and
(B.4c) Sc(Ta, Tb) =
∑
i
Ta<ti≤Tb
ciyi
B.1.2. Residual Error
Residual integral-square error appears in the bicriterion metric being minimized as well as
the dynamic programming pruning test (Equations 3.8 and 3.11). In fact, the actual least-squares
minimizer only needs to be calculated for the optimal changepoint timing, while the minimum
error term needs to be calculated for every candidate. Therefore a direct expression for residual
error is desirable.
(B.5a)
εk(χ̃k) =
∑
i
Tk<ti≤Tk+1
wi (χ̃k − yi)2
=
∑
i
Tk<ti≤Tk+1
wi (χ̃k − yi) χ̃k −
∑
i
Tk<ti≤Tk+1
wi (χ̃k − yi) yi
= χ̃k
∑
i
Tk<ti≤Tk+1
wi (χ̃k − yi)− χ̃k
∑
i
Tk<ti≤Tk+1
wiyi +
∑
i
Tk<ti≤Tk+1
wiy
2
i
but the first term is zero from Equation B.3c and therefore
(B.5b) εk(χ̃k) =
∑
i
Tk<ti≤Tk+1
wiy
2
i − χ̃k
∑
i
Tk<ti≤Tk+1
wiyi
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When expressed in terms of the state variables, this becomes:
(B.6a) εk(χ̃k) = S
2
w(Tk, Tk+1)−
Sw(Tk, Tk+1)2
Nw(Tk, Tk+1)
where
(B.6b) Spc (Ta, Tb) =
∑
i
Ta<ti≤Tb
ciy
p
i
Note that Spc (Tk, Tk+1) 6= Sc(Tk, Tk+1)p in general
B.2. Minimum-Residual Polyline Estimate
B.2.1. Least-Squares Solution
In the case of polyline curve fitting (conjoined piecewise-linear segments), each estimated
point is an affine combination of the two estimated vertices which bracket it.
(B.7) x(t) =
χk (Tk+1 − t) + χk+1 (t− Tk)
Tk+1 − Tk
∀k : Tk ≤ t ≤ Tk+1
As before, the problem is solved for arbitrary timing and weights, obtaining a general result
which may be adapted to simpler cases.
The general integral-square residual cost function may be grouped into terms corresponding
to each segment:
T1
χ1
T2
χ2
T3
χ3
T4
χ4
T5
χ5
Figure B.1. Fit using many conjoined piecewise-linear segments
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(B.8a)
ε(χ) =
∑
i
wi (x(ti)− yi)2
= w1 (χ1 − y1)2 +
N−1∑
k=1
εk(χ)
where
(B.8b)
εk(χ) =
∑
i
Tk<ti≤Tk+1
wi (x(ti)− yi)2
=
∑
i
Tk<ti≤Tk+1
wi
(
χk(Tk+1 − ti) + χk+1(ti − Tk)
Tk+1 − Tk
− yi
)2
These terms have partial derivatives
(B.9a)
1
2
∂
∂χk
εk =

1
2
∑
i
Tk<ti≤Tk+1
2wi (x(ti)− yi)
∂
∂χk
(x(ti)− yi)
=
∑
i
Tk<ti≤Tk+1
wi(x(ti)− yi)
Tk+1 − ti
Tk+1 − Tk
=
∑
i
Tk<ti≤Tk+1
wix(ti)(Tk+1 − ti)−
∑
i
Tk<ti≤Tk+1
wiyi(Tk+1 − ti)
Tk+1 − Tk
but
(B.9b)∑
i
Tk<ti≤Tk+1
wi(ti − Tk)(Tk+1 − ti) =
∑
i
Tk<ti≤Tk+1
wi(ti − Tk)(Tk+1 − Tk)−
∑
i
Tk<ti≤Tk+1
wi(ti − Tk)2
= (Tk+1 − Tk)Tc(Tk, Tk+1)− T 2c (Tk, Tk+1)
and
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(B.9c)∑
i
Tk<ti≤Tk+1
wi(Tk+1 − ti)2 =
∑
i
Tk<ti≤Tk+1
wi(Tk+1− ti)(Tk+1−Tk)−
∑
i
Tk<ti≤Tk+1
wi(Tk+1− ti)(ti−Tk)
= (Tk+1 − Tk)
∑
i
Tk<ti≤Tk+1
wi(Tk+1 − ti)
−
(
(Tk+1 − Tk)Tc(Tk, Tk+1)− T 2c (Tk, Tk+1)
)
= (Tk+1 − Tk)
∑
i
Tk<ti≤Tk+1
wi(Tk+1 − Tk)
− (Tk+1 − Tk)
∑
i
Tk<ti≤Tk+1
wi(ti − Tk)
+ T 2c (Tk, Tk+1)− (Tk+1 − Tk)Tc(Tk, Tk+1)
= (Tk+1 − Tk)2
∑
i
Tk<ti≤Tk+1
wi − (Tk+1 − Tk)Tc(Tk, Tk+1)
+ T 2c (Tk, Tk+1)− (Tk+1 − Tk)Tc(Tk, Tk+1)
= (Tk+1 − Tk)2Nc(Tk, Tk+1) + T 2c (Tk, Tk+1)− 2(Tk+1 − Tk)Tc(Tk, Tk+1)
therefore
(B.9d)∑
i
Tk<ti≤Tk+1
wix(ti)(Tk+1 − ti) =
∑
i
Tk<ti≤Tk+1
wi
χk (Tk+1 − ti) + χk+1 (ti − Tk)
Tk+1 − Tk
(Tk+1 − ti)
=
χk
Tk+1 − Tk
∑
i
Tk<ti≤Tk+1
wi(Tk+1 − ti)2
+
χk+1
Tk+1 − Tk
∑
i
Tk<ti≤Tk+1
wi(ti − Tk)(Tk+1 − ti)
= χk
[
(Tk+1 − Tk)Nc(Tk, Tk+1)− 2Tc(Tk, Tk+1) +
T 2c (Tk, Tk+1)
Tk+1 − Tk
]
+ χk+1
[
Tc(Tk, Tk+1)−
T 2c (Tk, Tk+1)
Tk+1 − Tk
]
also
(B.9e)∑
i
Tk<ti≤Tk+1
wiyi(Tk+1 − ti) =
∑
i
Tk<ti≤Tk+1
wiyi(Tk+1 − Tk)−
∑
i
Tk<ti≤Tk+1
wiyi(ti − Tk)
= (Tk+1 − Tk)Sc(Tk, Tk+1)−Rc(Tk, Tk+1)
so that
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(B.9f)
1
2
∂
∂χk
εk =
1
Tk+1 − Tk
(
χk
[
(Tk+1 − Tk)Nc(Tk, Tk+1)− 2Tc(Tk, Tk+1) +
T 2c (Tk, Tk+1)
Tk+1 − Tk
]
+ χk+1
[
Tc(Tk, Tk+1)−
T 2c (Tk, Tk+1)
Tk+1 − Tk
]
+ (Tk+1 − Tk)Sc(Tk, Tk+1)−Rc(Tk, Tk+1)
)
= χk
[
Nc(Tk, Tk+1)− 2
Tc(Tk, Tk+1)
Tk+1 − Tk
+
T 2c (Tk, Tk+1)
(Tk+1 − Tk)2
]
+ χk+1
[
Tc(Tk, Tk+1)
Tk+1 − Tk
− T
2
c (Tk, Tk+1)
(Tk+1 − Tk)2
]
+ Sc(Tk, Tk+1)−
Rc(Tk, Tk+1)
Tk+1 − Tk
In similar fashion,
(B.10a)
∑
i
Tk<ti≤Tk+1
wix(ti)(ti − Tk) =
∑
i
Tk<ti≤Tk+1
wi
χk (Tk+1 − ti) + χk+1 (ti − Tk)
Tk+1 − Tk
(ti − Tk)
=
χk
Tk+1 − Tk
∑
i
Tk<ti≤Tk+1
wi(Tk+1 − ti)(ti − Tk)
+
χk+1
Tk+1 − Tk
∑
i
Tk<ti≤Tk+1
wi(ti − Tk)2
= χk
[
Tc(Tk, Tk+1)−
T 2c (Tk, Tk+1)
Tk+1 − Tk
]
+ χk+1
T 2c (Tk, Tk+1)
Tk+1 − Tk
so that
(B.10b)
1
2
∂
∂χk+1
εk =

1
2
∑
i
Tk<ti≤Tk+1
2wi (x(ti)− yi)
∂
∂χk+1
(x(ti)− yi)
=
∑
i
Tk<ti≤Tk+1
wi(x(ti)− yi)
ti − Tk
Tk+1 − Tk
=
∑
i
Tk<ti≤Tk+1
wix(ti)(ti − Tk)−
∑
i
Tk<ti≤Tk+1
wiyi(ti − Tk)
Tk+1 − Tk
= χk
[
Tc(Tk, Tk+1)
Tk+1 − Tk
− T
2
c (Tk, Tk+1)
(Tk+1 − Tk)2
]
+ χk+1
T 2c (Tk, Tk+1)
(Tk+1 − Tk)2
− Rc(Tk, Tk+1)
Tk+1 − Tk
The critical point occurs when
(B.11) ∇χ′ε(χ′)|χ′=χ̃ = 0
which describes a system of linear equations. There is an iterated case (vertex surrounded
by two segments) and two base cases for the end vertices.
The first case, which applies only when the first vertex is being optimized, is given by
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(B.12)
0 =
1
2
∂
∂χ′1
ε(χ′)|χ′=χ̃
=
1
2
∂
∂χ′1
w1 (χ
′
1 − y1)
2 |χ′=χ̃ +
1
2
∂
∂χ′1
ε1(χ
′)|χ′=χ̃
=

1
2
2w1(χ̃1 − y1) + χ̃1
[
Tc(T1, T2)
T2 − T1
− T
2
c (T1, T2)
(T2 − T1)2
]
+ χ̃2
T 2c (T1, T2)
(T2 − T1)2
− Rc(T1, T2)
T2 − T1
which yields the equation
(B.13) =

1
2
2w1(χ1 − y1) + χ̃1
[
Tc(T1, T2)
T2 − T1
− T
2
c (T1, T2)
(T2 − T1)2
]
+ χ̃2
T 2c (T1, T2)
(T2 − T1)2
− Rc(T1, T2)
T2 − T1
When the segment-freeze heuristic is being used, this equation is replaced by an explicit
value for χ̃1.
The final case is
(B.14)
0 =
1
2
∂
∂χ′N
ε(χ′)|χ′=χ̃
=
1
2
∂
∂χ′N
εN−1(χ
′)|χ′=χ̃
= χ̃N−1
[
Tc(TN−1, TN )
TN − TN−1
− T
2
c (TN−1, TN )
(TN − TN−1)2
]
+ χ̃N
T 2c (TN−1, TN )
(TN − TN−1)2
− Rc(TN−1, TN )
TN − TN−1
which implies that
(B.15) χ̃N−1
[
Tc(TN−1, TN )
TN − TN−1
− T
2
c (TN−1, TN )
(TN − TN−1)2
]
+ χ̃N
T 2c (TN−1, TN )
(TN − TN−1)2
=
Rc(TN−1, TN )
TN − TN−1
The iterated case is
(B.16)
0 =
1
2
∂
∂χ′k
ε(χ′)|χ′=χ̃
=
1
2
∂
∂χ′k
εk−1(χ
′)|χ′=χ̃ +
1
2
∂
∂χ′k
εk(χ
′)|χ′=χ̃
= χ̃k−1
[
Tc(tk−1, tk)
tk − tk−1
− T
2
c (tk−1, tk)
(tk − tk−1)2
]
+ χ̃k
T 2c (tk−1, tk)
(tk − tk−1)2
− Rc(tk−1, tk)
tk − tk−1
+ χ̃k
[
Nc(tk, tk+1)− 2
Tc(tk, tk+1)
tk+1 − tk
+
T 2c (tk, tk+1)
(tk+1 − tk)2
]
+ χ̃k+1
[
Tc(tk, tk+1)
tk+1 − tk
− T
2
c (tk, tk+1)
(tk+1 − tk)2
]
+ Sc(tk, tk + 1))−
Rc(tk, tk+1)
tk+1 − tk
while implies that
(B.17)
χ̃k−1
[
Tc(tk−1, tk)
tk − tk−1
− T
2
c (tk−1, tk)
(tk − tk−1)2
]
+ χ̃k
[
T 2c (tk−1, tk)
(tk − tk−1)2
+Nc(tk, tk+1)− 2
Tc(tk, tk+1)
tk+1 − tk
+
T 2c (tk, tk+1)
(tk+1 − tk)2
]
+ χ̃k+1
[
Tc(tk, tk+1)
tk+1 − tk
− T
2
c (tk, tk+1)
(tk+1 − tk)2
]
=
Rc(tk−1, tk)
tk − tk−1
− Sc(tk, tk + 1))
+
Rc(tk, tk+1)
tk+1 − tk
Equations B.13, B.17 (repeated), and B.15 form a tridiagonal linear system which may be
solved for χ̃, the vertex ordinates of the polyline of best fit.
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APPENDIX C
Summary of measurement statistics
C.1. Continuous time
Rather than calculating using the entire sequence of noisy measurements, algorithm imple-
mentations need only calculate a few statistics. The continuous-time algorithms use measure-
ment, energy, and correlation integrals:
(C.1a) S(tA, tB) =
∫ tB
tA
y(τ) dτ
(C.1b) S2(tA, tB) =
∫ tB
tA
y(τ)2 dτ
(C.1c) R(tA, tB) =
∫ tB
tA
(τ − t1) y(τ) dτ
C.1.1. Recursive update
Often it is desirable to perform parameter estimation during data collection. In this case, a
recursive solution is advantageous, because when it exists, recursively using prior computations
requires less memory and processing than reevaluating the direct formula.
The following recurrence relationship holds for the continuous-time statistics.
(C.2a) Si(t+∆t) = Si(t) +
∫ t+∆t
t
y(τ)i dτ
C.1.2. Change of anchor time
For retrospective analysis, the ability to efficiently recalculate using different timing selections
is desired. The following relationships allow simple computation of the statistics from terms which
are independent of step time sequences:
(C.3a) Sm(tA, tB) = S
m(t0, tB)− Sm(t0, tA)
(C.3b) R(tA, tB) = R(t0, tB)−R(t0, tA)− (tA − t0)S(tA, tB)
Derivation:
(C.4a) Sm(tA, tB) =
∫ tB
tA
y(τ)m dτ
(C.4b) =
∫ tB
t0
y(τ)m dτ −
∫ tA
t0
y(τ)m dτ
(C.5a) R(tA, tB) =
∫ tB
tA
(τ − tA) y(τ) dτ
(C.5b) =
∫ tB
tA
(τ − t0) y(τ) dτ −
∫ tB
tA
(tA − t0) y(τ) dτ
(C.5c) =
∫ tB
t0
(τ − t0) y(τ) dτ −
∫ tA
t0
(τ − t0) y(τ) dτ − (tA − t0)
∫ tB
tA
y(τ) dτ
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C.2. Discrete time
Discrete-time algorithms use measurement, energy, and correlation sums. An optional
weighting term ci was introduced in Equation 4.6.
(C.6a) Nc(tA, tB) =
∑
i|tA<ti≤tB
ci
(C.6b) Tc(tA, tB) =
∑
i|tA<ti≤tB
ci(ti − tA)
(C.6c) T 2c (tA, tB) =
∑
i|tA<ti≤tB
ci(ti − tA)2
(C.6d) Sc(tA, tB) =
∑
i|tA<ti≤tB
ciyi
(C.6e) S2c (tA, tB) =
∑
i|tA<ti≤tB
ciy
2
i
(C.6f) Rc(tA, tB) =
∑
i|tA<ti≤tB
ci(ti − tA)yi
C.2.1. Recursive Update
In the periodically sampled case, where tn = nTs, let
(C.7a) (Si)n =
Si(tn)
Ts
(C.7b) (Si)n+1 = (S
i)n + y
i
n
and
(C.7c) x̃n =
Sn
n− n1
(C.7d) ε̃n =
(S2)n
n− n1
− x̃2n
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APPENDIX D
Linear Relaxations
Branch-and-bound is a technique for reducing the search space for the optimal solution to
an integer, binary, or mixed-integer program from the 2n distinct quadratic programs implied by
the n binary variables b1, b2, . . . , bn.
In particular, the optimal cost of the relaxed program, with having a subset K of the variables
b′k fixed
(D.1)
minimize ĉK = (x̂− y)T (x̂− y) + ζ1T b̂
subject to −x̂k + x̂k+1 = 0 ∀k ∈ {K|b′k = 0}
−x̂k + x̂k+1 −Mb̂k ≤ 0 ∀k /∈ K
x̂k − x̂k+1 −Mb̂k ≤ 0 ∀k /∈ K
x̂k = x
′
k ∀k ∈ K
b̂k = b
′
k ∀k ∈ K
0 ≤ b̂k ∀k /∈ K
provides a lower bound for the optimal cost of all binary programs sharing the same values
of b′k for the set K.
(D.2) ĉK ≤ cK
Special attention will be given to the causal set
(D.3) K ≤κ = {k|k ≤ κ}
The causal set is particularly important because it allows online optimization at sample
number κ making maximal use of prior samples and, as will be shown, no future information is
required to do so.
Consider that each term of the goal function is non-negative.
Theorem 2. For finite yk, if x
′
≤κ,b
′
≤κ is any solution to
(D.4 )
minimize c≤κ =
∑κ
k=0 (x
′
k − yk)
2
+ ζ
∑κ−1
k=0 b
′
k
subject to −x′k + x′k+1 −Mb′k ≤ 0 ∀k < κ
x′k − x′k+1 −Mb′k ≤ 0 ∀k < κ
b′k ∈ { 0, 1 } ∀k < κ
The choice of
(D.5 ) x̂k =
{
x′k k ≤ κ
yk k > κ
leads to a solution to the relaxed problem D.1 which is:
a) feasible
b) optimal in the limit as M → ∞
Proof. The corresponding solution is
(D.6) b̂k =
1
M
|yk+1 − yk| , ∀κ ≤ k < N
a) Feasibility follows directly from the constraints.
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b) Consider the cost function
(D.7a) ĉK = (x̂− y)T (x̂− y) + ζ1Tb′ + ζ1T b̂
which rearranges to
(D.7b)
ĉK =
N∑
k=0
(x̂k − yk)2 + ζ
N−1∑
k=0
b̂k
=
κ∑
k=0
(x̂k − yk)2 +
N∑
k=κ+1
(x̂k − yk)2 + ζ
κ−1∑
k=0
b̂k + ζ
N−1∑
k=κ
b̂k
=
κ∑
k=0
(x′k − yk)
2
+
N∑
k=κ+1
(x̂k − yk)2 + ζ
κ−1∑
k=0
b′k + ζ
N−1∑
k=κ
b̂k
(D.7c) ĉK = c≤κ +
N∑
k=κ+1
(x̂k − yk)2 + ζ
N−1∑
k=κ
b̂k
Non-negativity implies
(D.7d) ĉK ≥ c≤κ
By D.5 and D.6,
(D.7e) c̃K = c≤κ +
N∑
k=κ+1
(yk − yk)2 + ζ
N−1∑
k=κ
1
M
|yk+1 − yk|
Because yk are finite,
(D.7f) lim
M →∞
ζ
M
N−1∑
k =κ
|yk+1 − yk| = 0
so that
(D.8) c̃K → c≤κ
and since the lower bound is reached, optimality is assured. 
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APPENDIX E
Small Polyline fitting examples
These figures provide additional examples small enough for brute force solution to accompany
the discussion in Sections 3.2 and 3.4.
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“Measurement”
Figure E.1. Signal with “sloop” shape, with accompanying “measurement noise”
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Figure E.2. Noiseless signal with “sloop” shape and minimum-MSE polyline
approximations by segment count
Table E.1. Residual error and bicriterion-optimality, by segment count, for the
noiseless “sloop” polyline approximations of Figure E.2
Segments Solution Cost Optimal When
2 (1, -.0062) – (395, 19.71) – (610, 0.82) 1153.8+ ζ 576.9 < ζ < 17162
3
(1, -.0004) – (370, 18.45)
– (440, 17.00) – (610, -.0007)
971.3+ 2 ζ Never
4
(1, 0) – (401, 20) – (406, 0)
– (410, 20) – (610, 0)
0.0+ 3 ζ ζ < 576.9
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Figure E.3. Comparison of computational complexity of residual minimiza-
tion using fixed segment count and bicriterion regularization with and without
pruning, signal is the noiseless “sloop” shown in Figure E.1
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Pruned Exact Search ζ = 20
Pruned Exact Search ζ = 1000
Pivot-Based Branching ζ = 20
Pivot-Based Branching ζ = 1000
One Branch per Timestep ζ = 20
One Branch per Timestep ζ = 1000
Figure E.4. Comparison of computational complexity of bicriterion regulariza-
tion via pruned dynamic programming, with and without truncation heuristics,
applied to the noiseless “sloop” shown in Figure E.1
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Figure E.5. Minimum-MSE polyline approximations for “sloop with measure-
ment noise” signal
Table E.2. Residual error and bicriterion-optimality, by segment count, for the
“sloop with measurement noise” polyline approximations of Figure E.5
Segments Solution Cost Optimal When
2 (1, .1071) – (396, 19.5805) – (610, 0.9810) 1757.2+ ζ 579.4 < ζ < 16636
3
(1, .1235) – (372, 18.37)
– (439, 17.03) – (610, .1964)
1578.6+ 2 ζ Never
4
(1, .1058) – (401, 19.83) – (406, -.0575)
– (410, 19.96) – (610, 0.1636)
598.3+ 3 ζ 6.9 < ζ < 579.4
5
(1, .8426) – (34, 1.608) – (401, 19.90)
– (406, -.0751) – (410, 19.96) – (610, 0.1635)
591.5+ 4 ζ ζ < 6.9
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Figure E.6. Comparison of computational complexity of residual minimiza-
tion using fixed segment count and bicriterion regularization with and without
pruning, signal is the “sloop with measurement noise” shown in Figure E.1
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Pruned Exact Search ζ = 20
Pruned Exact Search ζ = 1000
Pivot-Based Branching ζ = 20
Pivot-Based Branching ζ = 1000
One Branch per Timestep ζ = 20
One Branch per Timestep ζ = 1000
Figure E.7. Comparison of computational complexity of bicriterion regulariza-
tion via pruned dynamic programming, with and without truncation heuristics,
applied to the “sloop with measurement noise” shown in Figure E.1
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Figure E.8. Signal with “gaff cutter” shape, with accompanying “measurement
noise”
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Figure E.9. Noiseless signal with “gaff cutter” shape and minimum-MSE poly-
line approximations for several segment counts
Table E.3. Residual error and bicriterion-optimality, by segment count, for the
noiseless “gaff cutter” polyline approximations of Figure E.9
Segments Solution Cost Optimal When
2 (1, .0082) – (305, 29.4980) – (610, .1085) 1241.9+ ζ 414 < ζ < 44202
3
(1, -.0084) – (311, 30.11)
– (404, 19.12) – (610, .7222)
1162.1+ 2 ζ Never
4
(1, .0329) – (318, 30.71)
– (409, 15.65) – (410, 20) – (610, 0)
862.8+ 3 ζ Never
5
(1, 0) – (310, 30) – (401, 20)
– (406, 0) – (410, 20) – (610, 0)
0.0+ 4 ζ ζ < 414
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Figure E.10. Comparison of computational complexity of residual minimiza-
tion using fixed segment count and bicriterion regularization with and without
pruning, signal is the noiseless “gaff cutter” shown in E.8
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Pruned Exact Search ζ = 1000
Pivot-Based Branching ζ = 20
Pivot-Based Branching ζ = 1000
One Branch per Timestep ζ = 20
One Branch per Timestep ζ = 1000
Figure E.11. Comparison of computational complexity of bicriterion regular-
ization via pruned dynamic programming, with and without truncation heuris-
tics, applied to the noiseless “gaff cutter” shown in Figure E.8
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Figure E.12. Optimal polyline approximations for “gaff cutter” signal with
added noise and with fixed segment count
Table E.4. Residual error and optimality, by segment count, for the noisy “gaff
cutter” signal of Figure E.12
Segments Solution Cost Optimal When
2 (1, .3783) – (306, 29.3935) – (610, .0530) 1752.0+ ζ 392.8 < ζ < 43420
3
(1, .4028) – (313, 30.01)
– (403, 19.24) – (610, .6193)
1681.0+ 2 ζ Never
4
(1, .4025) – (319, 30.58)
– (409, 15.50) – (410, 20.16) – (610, -.1739)
1330.9+ 3 ζ Never
5
(1, 0) – (312, 29.94) – (401, 19.70)
– (406, .6872) – (410, 20.15) – (610, -.1675)
573.6+ 4 ζ ζ < 392.8
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Figure E.13. Comparison of computational complexity of residual minimiza-
tion using fixed segment count and bicriterion regularization with and without
pruning, signal is the “gaff cutter with measurement noise” shown in E.8
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Figure E.14. Comparison of computational complexity of bicriterion regular-
ization via pruned dynamic programming, with and without truncation heuris-
tics, applied to the “gaff cutter with measurement noise” shown in Figure E.8
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